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Abstract

Theoretical studies of the electron transfer rates
between

hexaaquoiron(II)

and

(III)

ions,

and

between

hexaammineruthenium(II) and (III) ions in aqueous solutions
have been undertaken using detailed representations of the
interaction potentials and including the flexibility of the
ligand geometry.

This is done through an intuitive and

efficient computational scheme involving tested site-site
potentials for water and ammonia.

The calculations on the

ferrous-ferric electron exchange indicate that fluctuations
in the configuration of the hydration shell are important
and

affect

the

rate

significantly.

In

the

hexaammineruthenium reaction, there is no evidence for any
substantial contribution from this factor, although rates
tend to be consistently lower than experimental results.
This

may

indicate

a

weakness

potential

function

used

or

in

in

electronic coupling matrix element.

the

the

ammonia-ammonia

treatment

of

the

1.
This

is

a

study

FefHOj/'-FefHO)^
2
6
2 6
transfer

Introduction

and

reactions.

of

the

rates

Ru(NHJ,2
+-Ru(NH3 )6 3+
3 6

The

focus

is

on

of

the

electron

modeling

the

coordination sphere interactions consistently with the most
current

knowledge

interactions

and

of
the

water-water
implications

and
of

ammonia-ammonia
this

within

framework of semiclassical electron transfer theory.

the
The

results are presented in the form of a paper intended for
independent publication.

This has been prefaced with two

chapters, which expand on the introductory sections of the
pre-print, on semiclassical electron transfer theory and on
computational procedures for obtaining radial distribution
functions in ionic solution.

An Appendix gives explicit

details of one of the calculations that was especially
important to the conclusions of the study.

1

2.
This

Semiclassical Electron Transfer Theory
section

expands

on

the

theory

of

electron

transfer presented in papers by Sutin1 and Brown2 which
forms the basis for the calculations of the local electron
transfer rate constants in this study.
these

papers

and

the

references

In addition to

cited

there,

Charge
a

Transfer Processes inCondensed Media by Jens Ulstrup

is

useful for providing a broad perspective on this material.
That

book also

contains

background

on

related

quantum

mechanical models not directly involved in this study.

The

derivation of the semiclassical theory falls into several
steps, the most important of which are the adiabatic theory
of Marcus4’5’6 and the theory of nonadiabatic crossing by
Landau7 and Zener.8

2.l Classical ActivatedComnlex TheoryRate Constant
Marcus
transfer
theory.

in

formulated the
terms

of the

rate

constant

classical

for

electron

activated

complex

He first addressed the case in which none of the

corresponding bonds in the

reactants

and products were

different.4 All the atoms inthe inner coordination sphere
were

assumed

to

maintain

throughout the reaction.

the

same

relative

positions

This confined the problem of

calculating the activation barrier to the "outer sphere
reorganization energy."

This is the contribution to the

free energy difference between the transition state and the
isolated products and reactants, arising from changes in
2

3
the polarization of solvent molecules outside the rigid
first coordination shell.
The procedure was to minimize the

free energy of

formation of the transition state through a variational
calculation.

This required an expression for the free

energy in terms of the electrostatic properties of the
medium around the ions and a constraint to determine the
one minimum path that would be energetically allowed, among
many possible paths from reactants to products allowed by
the electrostatic equations.
The formula for the free energy of the transition
state is5

F

=

“
I {-rz
E 2 - P*Ec + Pu *(i
Pu “ E) } dV.
2
' 47T c
'0£

(2 .1 )

E is the electric field in the medium, while EC represents

the electric field that would result, due to the presence
of the charges in the hydrated ions, acting on the medium
through a vacuum.
function

of position

P

is the total polarization as a
in the

medium,

while

Py is

the

contribution to P from those motions that cannot be taken
to be in equilibrium with the electric field, and au is the
corresponding

polarizability.

The

distinction

between

polarization that is in equilibrium with the electric field
and that which is not, is between electronic polarization
on the one hand and atomic and orientation polarization on

the other.
The electrostatic free energy of a system of charges
is the reversible work required to bring the charges from
infinite separation to the position in the given system.
To derive equation 2.1, Marcus takes the system through a
charging process of two steps.
polarization,

atomic,

In the first step all the

orientation and electronic,

equilibrium with the field.

is in

In the second step the charge

distribution undergoes further change and the electronic
polarization changes to stay in equilibrium with it, but
the other contributions to the polarization do not.
The free energy after the first step is simply stated
in

terms

of

volume

electrostatic

and

potential

distributions (volume,

Wi

=

2

surface
multiplied

integrals
by

the

of

the

charge

and surface, o* ) at this stage:

S ^ipidV

+

2

J

(2 -2)

To reach this plausible result, all that is required is to
know that the potential at each point in the charging
process bears the same proportion to the potential at the
end of this step, ^ , as the volume and surface charge
distributions at that point bear to pz and tr .
shown

by

writing

down

common

expressions

This is
for

the

contributions to the potential by the volume and surface
charges and that by the polarization, and then taking a
parameter, representing the stage in the charging process,

out of the integrals.

Then the instantaneous work on a

volume

the

element

during

process,

\jj dp

dV,

may

be

integrated over the time parameter on which the potential
and charge distribution depend, to give equation 2.2.
To derive the change in free energy during the second
stage,

w .i

-

^ ) ( p „ - P i>d v

+

(2.3)

analogous

use

is made

of a proportionality

among

the

increments in the potential and charge densities at the end
of the stage and at a point in the charging process.

The

effect of the assumption, that the atomic and orientation
polarization is not in equilibrium with the field in the
second stage,

is on the term in the potential for the

contribution of polarization,

S P(r) Vr Yr 'I'1—

dV.

(2.4)

With this integral expressed in terms of the potential as,

-J* (0£e + OCJ

* V )r _Xr M dV,

(2.5)

PU must remain at its value at the end of the first stage,
V
in order for the potential ^
to be
identified

as

the

potential

produced

by

proportionate

6
increments in the charge densities over their first stage
values.
The steps through which the stun of equations 2.2 and
2.3

is converted

into equation 2.1,

relating the

free

energy to the properties of the final state of the system,
are established through a connection between the integrals
of the potential produced by the charge densities over all
the surfaces and volumes,
vacuum, Ec>

and the electric field in a

Then, with an expression for the free energy

of any state of the system of charges, the free energy of
formation of the transition state is found by charging up
the

ions

subtracting

in

isolation

this

from

through

the

free

this
energy

minimized in the variational procedure.

procedure,
function

to

and
be

The constraint

needed in the variational calculation is the requirement
that the system have the same free energy before and after
the electron transfer, which turns out to be almost the
same as requiring the energies to be equal, the entropy
contribution being small.

The result for the outer sphere

activation barrier,

fa +1 5a 2'

r >< D op "

D8 >*

<2'6>

is expressed in terms of the charge transfered q, the radii
of the ions a1 and
2 a , and the static and optic dielectric
constants.
There is an additional contribution to the activation

7
barrier in electron transfer reactions where changes occur
in distances in the coordination shell.6 The "inner sphere
reorganization energy" is given by,

Ein * 5 Ke K - <>V2,

(2.7)

the sum of the potential energies over all intramolecular
vibrations

in

the

system

for

changing

the

nuclear

coordinate q from its equilibrium value to that of the
transition state.

The KS terms are the reduced

constants for each of the vibrations.

force

If the vibrational

partition function is close to one, then the free energy to
reorganize the inner coordination shell is about the same
as this.1

2.2

Electronic Transmission Coefficient

The activated complex theory is concerned with the
free energy of the transition state.

This transition state

is the crossing point between the nuclear potential energy
surfaces for the reactants and products.
infinitely

slow

nuclear

motion,

the

In the limit of
adiabatic

theorem

implies that the transition probability would be unity.
The

calculation

of the probability

for

a nonadiabatic

crossing is an application of time dependent perturbation
theory.

In the Landau and Lifshitz quantum mechanics

textbook7 the relevant derivations are carried out in the
context of the pre-dissociation problem for the diatomic

molecule.

This

problem

shares

important

electron transfer between two molecules.

aspects with

In each case the

nuclei are assumed to move on classical potential energy
surfaces characteristic of the initial and final states.

A

change

a

between

two

electronic

states

can

crossing point between the two surfaces.

occur

at

The probability

of this change is calculated by the usual procedure of
perturbation theory, expanding the wave function in terms
of the initial and final stationary states and solving for
the expansion coefficients under the assumption that the
system starts out at time minus infinity in one pure state
or the other.

The difference between the pre-dissociation

and electron transfer problems is in how the transmission
probability

for

a

single

pass

of

the

crossing

point

contributes to the net reaction rate.
In the usual procedure, the hamiltonian in the time
dependent Schroedinger equation is split into a zero order
part and a perturbation part, so that the equation reads,

ifi 9*(t)/at = ( Hq + V )*(t),

(2.8)

A

where

the

solution

to

the

hamiltonian is exactly known.

equation

with

Hq

as

the

The exact wave function is

replaced by an expansion in terms of the stationary state
wave functions of the zero order system multiplied by time
dependent

coefficients

which

are

to

be

determined.

Multiplying the result by the zero order wave functions,

integrating,

and using the

orthogonality

conditions

to

eliminate several terms, gives a set of equations in which
the wave functions appear only in the matrix element of the
perturbation operator:
dc
1

=

dt

£ c J* ¥ (0)* V ¥ (0)dq.
k

(2.9)

In this set of equations for the expansion coefficients,
cin, the indices m and k run over the stationary states of
the unperturbed system.

Then the expansion coefficients

are replaced by a sum of their zero order values and
successive

higher

contributions

that

order
are

corrections.

small

to

the

Keeping
first

order

only
and

integrating with respect to time results in an explicit
solution for the c^.

If this solution is interpreted so as

to make the coefficient of a given state unity at time
minus infinity,

then the squared modulus of each other

coefficient in the final expansion of the wave function
gives the probability of a transition from the initial
state to that other state.
In the problem of the transition at the crossing
region between two zero order nuclear potential energy
surfaces,

Landau expands the exact time dependent wave

function as a linear combination of the stationary state
wave functions corresponding to each of the two nuclear
potentials.

His procedure is equivalent to performing the

operations leading to equation 2.9 and then substituting in

place of the diagonal matrix element of the perturbation
potential,

the differential approximation to the energy

change between the crossing point and a point close to it
on the classical surface.

- (8Em/dq)

(q - qc )

The relation:

=

J* *so (0)* V ¥ <0) dg,

(2.10)

cd

c

follows from a result now known as the Hellman-Feynman
theorem.

If X is any parameter that the hamiltonian, the

wave functions and the eigenvalues depend on, then it is
true in general that,9

- 8E/ax
eq

=

s ¥m f0>* (0Hm/ax) ¥ (0) dx.

( 2 . 11)

This resembles the equation for the first order correction
to the energy eigenvalues in perturbation theory, and in
fact,

follows

derivation.

trivially

from

early

steps

in

that

The case in which a, is the nuclear coordinate

q is the application attributed to Feynman.10
Landau,

in the textbook,

refers to Zener8 for the

method of solving the resulting form of the differential
equations

2.9

for

the

expansion

coefficients.

This

involved transformation to a standard form of equation by
first eliminating one of the coefficients from the system,
getting one second order differential equation, and then
introducing an integrating factor to remove the first order
term.

Zener arrived at a different set of equations than

those

given

by

Landau,

by

introducing

the

connection

between the matrix element and motion on the classical
surface in a less direct way.

Zener had acknowledged a

disagreement by a factor of 2n between the two approaches.
This was resolved in favor of his result for the transition
probability,

P

=

1 - exp[ (-4tt2 Vj22)/(hv |F2 - Fj)].

In this expression, v is the nuclear velocity.

(2.12)

The other

quantities are

V12 = S * 1(0>* V $ 2<0) dq,

(2.13)'
'

and

Fm =

<aV n at^

a (3 - qJ*
c

q—q

(2.i4)

c

In the pre-dissociation problem,

the

combinatorial

effect of multiple passages of the crossing region

is

simplified by the fact that there are only two passages
involved.

There

is

one on the incomingpath during a

collision between the atoms, and one on the outgoing path.
Then there are four

cases to consider.

The system may

change between the two surfaces on both passes, neither,
only the first pass, or only the second.
favorable cases for a net transition.

Two of these are

If for an individual

pass,

the

transition

probability

is

P,

then

the

net

transition probability for two passes is the sum of the
probabilities for the two last mentioned cases, 2P{1-P).
By

similar,

but

more

involved

reasoning,

this

method

reaches the result that the net transition probability for
multiple passages of the crossing region in the electron
transfer problem is 2P/(1+P).3

2.3

NuclearTunnelling Factor

There is another effect considered in the theory in
addition to the reorganization energy and the probability
for an electronic transition at the crossing point.

This

is the contribution of classically forbidden tunnelling
transitions
activation

occurring
barrier.

with
The

energies

less

derivation

of

than
the

the

nuclear

tunnelling factor given by Holstein11 involves repetition
of some of the same considerations as in the Marcus and
Landau-Zener work.

He

begins

with

a

product

of

the

probability for an approach to the potential barrier within
a given energy
activation

range which

factor,

the

is similar to

probability

for

a classical
sub-barrier

tunnelling given by standard quantum mechanical theory, and
a correction for nonadiabicity proportional to the same
matrix element as the Landau-Zener

factor.

The

final

result for the nuclear tunnelling factor in the notation
used by Sutin is

rn
x

=

[sinh(ht»in/2kT)/(hvin/2kT) ]1/2

exp{-[ (Ein/hi^ln)tanh(hvin/4kT)-(E|n/4kT) ]}.
(2.15)
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3.

Hypernetted Chain RadialDistribution Function

In this

section,

the

formal

results

necessary

as

background to Rossky's hypernetted chain computer program
are surveyed.

The place where some of the more important

of these results are collected in a compact presentation is
in Friedman and Dales's article, "Electrolyte Solutions at
Equilibrium,"

in

Modern Theoretical Chemistry. Vol.

Thepurpose here is to define
the

51.

the problem of calculating

hypernetted chain radial distribution function from

knowledge of the intermolecular potentials, and to show the
relations between the major papers since the late fifties
which reformulate the distribution function in a converging
form.

3.1

Definition and Significance of

the Hypernetted Chain Approximation
The radial

distribution function

in fluid theory,

g(r), can be defined in terms of the integral:

S p g(r) 4irra dr,

(3.1)

in which p is the bulk number density of molecules of a
certain species, and the integration is over the radial
distance from a reference molecule which may be of like or
unlike species.

This integral

represents the expected

number of molecules of the first species within a sphere of
a given radius around the reference molecule,
14

and is

called the "running coordination number"
distance.
molecule,

Forvery small distances

for the given

from the reference

it has as a more concrete interpretation, the

probability of finding any molecule of the first species
within the given distance.
The connection between g(r)

and

the intermolecular

potentials between the component species of the fluid is of
great practical interest.
is through
grand

The most transparent connection

the statistical ensemble

canonical,

etc.)

average

probabilities

of

(canonical,
finding

the

relevant neighbor molecules within a given proximity of the
reference molecule.

These probabilities follow a familiar

negative exponential dependence on the interaction energies
of aggregations of molecules.
expressions
numerical

are

not

evaluation

in

a form

from

intermolecular potentials.

But the ensemble average
convenient

the

for

knowledge

direct
of

the

This is because the interaction

energy among all the molecules in a fluid, the exponential
of which must be integrated, involves too many coordinates.
An early approach to calculating g(r) was through the
Ornstein-Zernike equation,

h(ri2) - c(ri2) + p S c(r]3)h(r23)ar3.

This equation, proposed in 1914,

(3.2)

is written in terms of

the pair correlation function, denoted h(r) and defined as

16
h(r) = g(r) - 1.

(3.3)

It also defines another function, c(r), called the direct
correlation function.

The form of the direct correlation

function has a particular physical significance.

The 0-z

equation says that the pair correlation function (and hence
the distribution function) for molecules 1 and 2 comes from
two

contributions.

One

is the direct

influence

from

molecule 2, represented by c(rj2), and the other is the
indirect influence, exerted on molecule 1 by molecule 2 but
through the mediation of molecule 3.

This latter effect is

represented by the integral over the coordinates of all the
possible positions of molecule 3.

Intuitively,

in the

integral the indirect effect from 2 to 1 must be weighted
by

the

total

pair

correlation

function,

h(r23),

representing the direct effect from 2 to 3.
Ornstein and Zernike invented the equation because of
the properties of its Fourier transform,

H = C + pHC.

(Boldface denotes Fourier transforms of the functions.)
This turns out to be a convenient form of the equation for
an iterative solution provided two conditions are met, that
there is another independent expression relating h(r) and
c(r), and that c(r) goes to zero for reasonably short r so
as

to

allow the

series

representation

of

its

Fourier

17
transform to converge quickly.
The approximation of an independent relation between
h(r)

and

c(r)

leads

to

two

standard

results,

the

Percus-Yevick and hypernetted chain approximations to the
distribution function.

The elementary textbook arguments

for how to state these approximations appeal to the idea
that

the

direct

correlation

should

be

the

difference

between the total correlation and an indirect correlation.
Moreover, this indirect correlation should be reflected in
the difference between the potential of mean force between
two molecules in a fluid and the direct two-body potential
between the same two molecules.

Letting w(r) represent the

potential of mean force [-In g(r)/#!], the Percus-Yevick
equation is expressed according to this reasoning as:

c(r) = exp[-pw(r) ] - exp(-|3[w(r) -u(r) ]}.

(3.5)

The second term on the right of this equation is the
indirect

correlation.

To

get

the

hypernetted

chain

equation, this second term is replaced by the first two
terms of its expansion.

Thus,

c(r) = exp[-/3w(r)] - (1 - #3[w(r)-u(r) ]).

(3.6)

For simple systems, the distribution functions calculated
by iteration of the 0-2 equation and these approximate
closure

relations

may

be

compared

to

the

results

of

computer simulations which are exact, in principle, for a
given

intermolecular

potential.

The Percus-Yevick

approximation works very well for hard spheres but is
accurate

for

other

systems.

The

hypernetted

not
chain

approximation works well for ionic systems, which are at
the

other

extreme

intermolecular

with

regard

to the

and

for this

potential,

range

of the

reason,

the

calculations in this work use the HNC equation.
The second condition for the applicability of the
method

of

iteration

between

the

0-Z

equation

and

the

closure relations, that c(r) goes to zero quickly, is at
the root of the problem that necessitates better numerical
methods.

It

is

rigorously true

in the

Percus-Yevick

calculation on hard spheres that c(r) goes to zero at the
hard

sphere

radius,3

which

explains

the

physical

significance of that approximation as well the convergence
of

the

computation.

However,

condition is not met.

for

ionic

systems

the

A direct iteration in equation 3.2

or 3.4 will not work.

3.2 Outline of Derivation bv ClusterExpansion Method
Iteration of an integral equation or a set of integral
equations is still the most practical way to calculate a
specific
densities.

approximation

to

g(r),

especially

at

high

This is true for fluids with long and short

range forces alike.

But long ranged Coulombic potentials

in ionic systems are handled through cluster expansion
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methods.

The clusters are a series of integrals over the

coordinates of increasing numbers of particles and the
density expansion in which these are the successive terms
can converge to the radial distribution function in certain
cases, or else the terms can be rearranged so that it does
converge.
Five

important

steps

may

be

discerned

in

the

development of these methods for calculating the HNC g(r).
The first of the major advances appeared in a group of
graph theoretical discussions written at about the same
time;

the

1959

paper by Van

Leeuwen,

Groeneveld,

DeBoer4 may be considered representative.

and

These authors

formulated the HNC approximation in graph theoretical terms
for a one-component fluid.

The conversion of the cluster

expansion results to McMillan-Mayer level models was first
addressed in a series of papers by Meeron.

By 1957, he had

reached a level of development parallel with what had been
done

for one-component

Allnatt,

in

1964

fluids by Van

accomplished

the

Leeuwen,

important

et al.5
step

of

deriving the form of the integral equation problem which
corresponded

to

the

modified

treatment

of

the

ionic

potential which Meeron had needed to use to adapt the
cluster

expansion

expressions

to

ionic

systems.6

He

observed a relationship between successive iterative steps
in the solution of his equations and specific contributions
to the cluster expansion.

This leads to the work of Dale

and Friedman (1978)7 and Rossky and Dale (1980)8, who gave

a better converging expression for the density expansion
based

on

intuitive

considerations

as

to

the

relative

contributions of the integrals, and then also generalized
the method by identifying it with the iterative steps in
its equivalent integral equations problem.
The density expansion of g(r)
starting

point

for

aspects

derivations considered here.

of

may be taken as the

the

This

cluster

expansion

is a very

standard

elementary textbook result, the basic derivation of which
was carried out by Montroll and Mayer in 1941.9

Like most

treatments, it is critically dependent on the assumption of
pairwise additivity of intermolecular forces.

This says

that the interaction among any three molecules can be split
up into the sum of the three pairwise interactions between
the

individual

molecules.

This

assumption

allows

a

strategy of manipulating the interaction energies to put
the

statistical

ensemble

average

expression

for

the

distribution function into the form of a converging series
of integrals over only a few molecular coordinates at a
time.

In the density expansion, which begins:

g(r) = exp[-pu(ri2)] x
CP
+

S

f ,3f 23d r3

f 13f » f 23£ 2. +

+

(PZ/ 2 ) J

( 2 f 13f 2tf 31

+

4 f I3f 23£24f 3J

f 13£ 14f 23 f 2.f 34 > d r 3d r 4 + • • ■ ] .

the interaction potentials appear through

(3-7)

"f-functions,"

which are each dependent on the coordinates of only two
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molecules and defined by

ftJ = exp[-pu(rj) ] - 1.

(3.8)

The form of the f-function shows why this series for the
numerical
physical

evaluation of g(r) converges for all types of
systems.

The succeeding terms contain longer

products of f-functions that will cause the integrals to
approach zero because these are increasingly dominated by
configurations with at least some molecules far apart.
In the density expansion, there are patterns in the
subcripts

of the

f-functions

through

which

physically

significant approximations to g(r) can be defined.
exploited

by an involved development

integrals

in equation 3.7.

This is

of the

series of

In the first of

the major

advances cited, by Van Leeuwen, et al., the development
begins with the observation that the factor multiplying
exp[-/3u(ri2)] in the right side of equation 3.7 may be
restated in terms of a sum of graphs.

These consist of

vertices which represent the coordinates of a molecule and
lines

linking them which represent

f-functions

of the

coordinates corresponding to the vertices linked.

For

example, the f-function product in the first integral in
the density expansion of g(r),

f13f23» becomes in graph

notation the three vertices of a triangle with lines drawn
between the vertices for molecules 1 and 3, and 2 and 3,
but no line between 1 and 2.

In the notation of Van
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Leeuwen, et al., the whole density expansion becomes:

g(r) = exp[-£u(ri2)]

E1 +
The

x

k ? i ( p V ^ O - T Bf . 5 P r . £ |j d r 3 - • * d r k+2l-

sum

within

the

integral

irreducible 1-2" graphs.

is

over all

<3 -9 )
"specific

"Specific" means that you count

diagrams even if they are repeats of the same figure except
for

permutations

ofthe

numbering

of

vertices.

"Irreducible" means that there is at least one connected
path of f-bonds from vertex 1 to vertex 2 and that there is
no vertex that is the only link between a part of the graph
and all such paths.

The vertices 1 and 2 are distinctive

because the integrations are over all variables except the
coordinates

of these molecules,

graph/product that has no f

and

"1-2"

bond/factor.

describes

a

It can be seen

from this that the 1 before the sum over k really repre
sents the contribution of all the graphs that have f

in

them.
The further systematization of the graphs depends on
the device of classifying them as simple or composite.
Composite graphs are those composed of two or more parts
connected to the rest of

the

graph only throughvertex 1

and 2.

all

others.

Simple graphs are

The

significance of

this classification is that since the integration variables
in equation 3.9 do not include the coordinates of particles
1 and 2, all integrals represented by composite graphs may

be factored into a product of integrals represented by
simple graphs.

Equation 3.9 can be rewritten in terms of

simple graphs alone, using the fact that raising the sum of
all simple graphs with a given number of vertices, 1, to a
given power, m, results in the sum of all composite graphs
that can be formed with the number of vertices, lm, from
this choice of 1 and m.
this

Factorial corrections appear at

step to avoid contributions

formed

from the

simple graphs but in a permuted order.
exponents

of

repeated

sets

of

same

By collecting

graphs,

the

factor

post-multiplying exp[-|3u(ri2)] in the expression for the
density expansion is identified with the expansion of
CO

exp[
,2, (pk/k!)J's p STT
f1J dr.
lrL k = 1
.simp.
3

.

. dr
1.
k+2

(3.10)

The elegant step in the derivation is the identification of
the sum of all products, lm, where 1 and m are chosen to
form graphs of a given size, with a new index, k.
Then the density expansion is expressed as,

g(r) = exp[-pu(ri2) +
CD

2

k=1

(pVkiJJ*
sn
f1J dr,.
9 sp.slmp*
3

.

. dr.
1.
k+2

(3.11)

In the next step, there is a subtle difference between the
description chosen in the

later referencessuchas Modern

Theoretical Chemistry and

in the originalreport of the

derivation.

In the usually quoted way of classifying the
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graphs remaining in equation 3.11,

g(r) = exp[-0u(ri2)] exp[ t12 + sj2 ],

(3.12)

srepresents the “bridge diagrams," and t represents all
the rest.

The bridge diagrams are defined as all those in

which there is no vertex which must be part of all possible
connected paths between vertices 1 and 2.

Van Leeuwen, et

al., suggested setting s = 0 for a useful approximation to
the distribution function.
chain

approximation.

function

by

means

This is not yet the hypernetted

To
of

define

the

the

graphs

HNC

distribution

requires

additional

definitions about the types of graphs in set t.

These are

more abstract than those used in the treatment by Van
Leeuwen, et al..

Some graphs are excluded from t to obtain

the HNC approximation.

A simple view might be to describe

the graphs in the subset of t kept as those which contain
no loosely connected part that if removed would be a bridge
diagram.

3.3 Transfer of this_Theory to McMillan-Mayer Level Models
The
functions

approach
in

ionic

for

calculating

solutions

differs

the
from

distribution
the

above

treatment in the use of McMillan-Mayer theory potentials of
average force for the interactions between ions.10

The

central result of the McMillan-Mayer theory is that the
virial expansion for gases applies to solutions with the
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pressure of the gas replaced by the osmotic pressure of the
solution

and

the

intermolecular potentials

potentials of average force.

replaced

by

Although the formalisms for

the two problems are parallel, the long range nature of the
predominantly Coulombic potentials is a major complicating
factor in ionic solutions.

It is a rigorous result that

the integrals in the density expansion will not converge
unless the potentials fall off at a rate proportional to
the inverse third power of the distance at least.5

The

solution of the problem involves splitting the potential
into

a

short

multiplied

by

range
a

component
screening

and

a

factor

Coulomb
with

a

potential
negative

exponential dependence on the distance.
As

an

extension

of

the

original

paper

on

the

McMillan-Mayer theory, Meeron derived an expansion for the
radial distribution function between particles of different
kinds, similar to the equation used as the starting point
for

the

summary.11
Mayer,

discussion

of

one-component

systems

in

this

In addition to the results from McMillan and
the

derivation

used

the

multicomponent

generalization of the Kirkwood-Salzberg equation.

It was

not superficially related to the textbook derivation of
equation 3.7.
topologically

In the result, the graphs that appear are
identical,

except

that

the

vertices

are

distinguished by the kind of particle in the solution that
they represent, and the sum of integrals runs over sets of
all combinations of numbers of vertices representing each
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kind.

In addition to this the expression differs in the

weights

given

to

the

graphs.

concentrations of the species.
each

term

included

the

These

depend

on

the

Whereas in equation 3.7

coefficient

pk/Jd,

in

the

multicomponent expression this is replaced by a product of
such factors, one for each component, with p the density of
that species and k the number of vertices representing it
in the graphs of that set.
Meeron's approach to solve the problem of convergence
of this expansion was to define a potential,

u 4j

=

u*u

+

V j ® 2 exP(“ar )/Dr,

(3.13)

in which zi and z^ are the charges on the ions,
electronic charge, and D the dielectric constant.

c the
This is

chosen with the intention of later taking the limit in
which the screening parameter a will go to zero so that the
second term represents the Coulomb potential and u* the
remaining

short

range

component.

Meeron

takes

the

f-function of this potential, expands the exponential of
the long range part and multiplies out the resulting terms.
He obtains in place of graphs of the usual f-bonds, graphs
containing the new bond function exp(-/3u*) and in addition,
all

powers

functions.

of the

screened

Coulomb potential

as

bond

The important step through which the new series

of graphs becomes convergent in the limit cl => 0, is the
grouping of the graphs according to their structures after

removal of all chains of consecutive bonds involving the
Coulomb potential.

When only graphs without chains of

these bonds are considered, they must all be multiplied by
a combinatorial factor to correct for the absent graphs,
and the effect of this can eventually be absorbed into the
screening factor, so that it becomes,

- exp[ -( a2 + k 2 ) r ],

(3.14)

with the inclusion of Debye-Huckel parameter,

k2

as the change.
graphical

= (47rc2/DkT) Z pz2,

In the limit of a =» 0

representation

of

the

(3.15)

then,

multicomponent

the

cluster

expansion becomes the analog of equation 3.12 with

u

-

u*tj +

zlzJe2 exp(-tcr)/Dr,

(3.13)

and the set of graphs (t + s) replaced by a set with almost
the same topological properties except with two types of
bonds, one for the f-function of the short range potential
and one for the Debye-Huckel potential, and without the
inclusion of chains

of consecutive

occurrences

of

the

latter type of bond.
Allnatt showed that the subset of these graphs which
should be retained to obtain the HNC approximation are all
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those which would correspond to the set t in equation 3.12
if the differences between the types of bond functions were
disregarded.6

The bridge diagrams are excluded but not

those graphs that have bridge diagrams as loosely connected
components.

He derived the integral equations required for

an iterative solution for the HNC distribution function
involving the shielded potential and short ranged potential
u*, making use of the property of this set of graphs that
they

may

be

resolved

into

factors

represented

by

the

fragments of the graph between "nodes," the points which
must be

passed

to get

from vertex

1 to

2 and which

distinguish the set.

3.4 Methods for Improving Convergence
The final refinements of the theory take the result of
Van Leeuwen et al.

as the point of departure.

Their

generalization to apply to multicomponent systems and the
modifications necessary to treat ionic potentials are done
by a procedure parallel to that described in the papers by
Alinatt and Meeron.
Dale and Friedman7, focusing on the limits placed on
the integral equations procedure by its sensitivity to the
initial guess of the distribution function, reexamined the
cluster expansion.

They found an ordering scheme for the

graphs to collect the largest contributions first and gain
an improvement in convergence.
simple

argument

which

motivated

This was based on the
the

cluster

expansion
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approach in general, that the complexity of the connections
between the integration variables reduces the likelihood of
the products of f-functions being nonzero anywhere.

They

applied the argument a step farther than had been done
previously, by giving priority among the graphs with a
large number of vertices,

to those they designated as

"simple chains," consisting of a direct sequence of vertex,
f-bond, vertex, f-bond . . . .
argument,

Aside from the connectivity

this had the advantage that by applying the

convolution theorem to the series of simple chains of
increasing length, its Fourier transform could be expressed
as a series of increasing powers of the Fourier transform
of the f-function, and finally converted to the form,

C(k) = f (k) [ 1 - p f (k) ]_1.

(3.13)

To make use of this development takes a clear view of the
significance of the definition of the hypernetted chain set
of graphs explained above, all the graphs of the cluster
expansion exclusive of bridge diagrams and those containing
loosely connected parts that would be bridge diagrams.
What this definition implies is that the set of all the
hypernetted chain graphs may be replaced by the sum of
simple chains plus a new set of graphs defined in the same
way as the hypernetted chain graphs but with the f-bonds
given a new meaning.

These f-bonds, now denoted f2~bonds,

represent the product of all the exp[-/3u(rtj)] factors in
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the infinite number of simple chains of any length that
might be attached in parallel across the two vertices in
the diagram connected by the f2~bond.
products

is

reduced

to

a

This infinity of

computable

quantity

by

combinatorial analysis and the use of the expansion of the
exponential

of the sum of simple chains.

The

f2~bond

becomes,

f2 = [ exp ( C - f ) - 1 ] ( 1 + f ) — ( C - f ) .

(3.14)

Viewed this way the expansion still calls for a summation
of

graphs

only

slightly more

increasing connectivity.

The

ordered with

respect

to

sum of simple chains of

f-functions has been split off as a logical choice for
special attention, while everything else has been lumped
into something that looks like the hypernetted chain set of
graphs

but

has

a

more

complicated

bond.

The

big

improvement in convergence is accomplished by applying the
same step repeatedly, separating out in addition the sum of
simple chains of f2~bonds, identifying what remains as a
set

of graphs

forth.

The

successive

of

analogously defined

explicit

contributions

procedure
to

the

f3~bonds,

for

HNC

and so

evaluating

g(r)

in

the

Dale

Friedman's scheme finally requires summing the terms
given by the recursion relations:

fnrf =

[exp( A. - 1 )] [ 1 - An + .£„ C. ] - A.,

(3.15)

and
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Vn*l "

P*

+ P Z Jo C»'

Cn

"

P"2 V „ f n V „ /

An

=

Cn - fn ,

( 1

<3*16>
-

V n f „ >'

(3 - 1 7 >

(3.18)9

'

where 5 is the delta function.

The quantity V defined by

the second of these relations is given a graph theoretical
meaning of its own in the work of Anderson and Chandler13
and is called the number of hypervertices in a chain.
Rossky and Dale8 derived an integral equations result,
which improved the computational convenience of using the
Dale and Friedman result.

They showed that iteration of a

form of the Ornstein-Zernike equation, mathematically equi
valent to the usual expression, and related to it by a few
simple manipulations of the integral term, gives at each
iteration the approximations to the HNC g(r) given by eval
uating the Dale and Friedman series to successive orders.
To obtain this form of the equation, the HNC closure
relation (equation 3.6) is first expressed as,
g = exp(-/3u + t'),

(3.19)

where the diagrams represented by s in equation 3.12 have
been set equal to zero and t* represents the subset of t
described in connection with that equation. Substituting h
for e-f
Hiw - 1 in equation 3.6 and taking the exponent of
both sides, t f may be identified with h - c.

The rest of
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the derivation involves replacing h by the right side of
equation 3.2f

c <ri2) + P S c(r13)b(r23)dr3#

(3.20)

and then repeating this operation infinitely many times on
h as it appears within the integral.

Using the symbol l,*tl

as shorthand for the convolution operation, Rossky and Dale
arrive at the result,

t' = pc*c + p2c*c*c + p3c*c*c*c + . . . (3.21)

This gives c in terms of t', and the identification of t'
with h - c immediately gives a method to solve for c in
terms of t'

and the f-function, reaching the result,

c

These last

=

( 1 + f ) exp( t' ) - 1 - t'.

(3.22)

two equations then may be solvediteratively,

given an initial guess as to t'.

The motivation of all of

this is that the expression of t' in terms of the chain of
convolution

operations

above,

when Fourier transformed,

gives a connection with the chain sums of the Dale and
Friedman procedure.

With a relation between successive

approximations to t' and the chain sums, Rossky and Dale
were able to show that with the initialization t' = 0,
their

iterative

scheme becomes

equivalent

to

Dale

and

Friedman's,

but

with

computational

advantages

in

the

reduction of information stored at every step.
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Interactions and the Theory of Electron

Transfer Between Hexaaquoiron and Hexaammineruthenium Ions
in Water
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Abstract
Theoretical studies of the electron transfer rates
between

hexaaquoiron(II)

and

(III)

ions,

and

between

hexaammineruthenium(II) and (III) ions in aqueous solutions
have been undertaken using detailed representations of the
interaction potentials and including the flexibility of the
ligand geometry.

This is done through an intuitive and

efficient computational scheme involving tested site-site
potentials for water and ammonia.

The calculations on the

ferrous-ferric electron exchange indicate that fluctuations
in the configuration of the hydration shell are important
and

affect

the

rate

significantly.

In

the

hexaammineruthenium reaction, there is no evidence for any
substantial contribution from this factor, although rates
tend to be consistently lower than experimental results.
This

may

indicate

a

weakness

potential

function

used

or

in

electronic coupling matrix element.
34

in
the

the

ammonia-ammonia

treatment

of

the

35
I.

Introduction

Modern electron transfer theory for this classical
exchange reaction is nicely summarized in two references by
Sutin and coworkers, one dealing with the details of the
ferrous-ferric

reaction1

and

hexaammineruthenium system.2
cases

for

theoretical

contributing

to

the

the

importance in the two cases.

treating

the

These systems are good test

calculations
rates

other

are

of

since

the

different

factors
relative

One way to understand the

theory is to resolve the electron transfer rate into a
classical

activated-complex

theory

rate

constant,

an

electron transmission coefficient representing nonadiabatic
behavior, and a nuclear tunneling factor.

The latter two

factors depend on the electronic coupling matrix element
which

comes

from quantum

chemistry calculations.

The

latter are often only poorly known because the systems are
too big for highly accurate treatments.

Calculations by

Tembe3 extended the ferrous-ferric study to include the
statistical mechanical
necessary to

allow

treatment

of the

comparison with

ionic solution

experiment.

Those

calculations involved use of the hypernetted chain solution
to the Ornstein-Zernike equations for the three-compoment
mixture (Fe2+ ions, Fe3+ ions, and anions).
the

They treated

ionic solutions and their hydration layers by the

McMillan-Mayer

theory,

using

macroscopic

approximate microscopic features.

properties

to

The radial distribution

functions were calculated from those simplified potential
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models.

It is important to note that such models do not

allow for much variation in the potential in the region of
coordination sphere overlap between the ions.

These Gurney

models consist of functions representing a core repulsion
term based on the Pauling radii of the

ions,

a term

representative of polarization of the cavity formed by the
ions

in

the

dielectric

solvent,

and

a

term

with

an

adjustable parameter believed to represent the energetic
effect of removing water from the coordination spheres in
order to allow a closer approach of the ions than it would
be permitted with a rigid hydration shell.

Tembe, et al.3

were primarily interested in whether a close approach of
the ions was possible,
explain

magnetic

or even necessary

resonance

and

involving +2 and +3 hydrated ions.
construct

electron

in order to
transfer

data

They did not attempt to

a detailed molecular model

of

the

hydration

spheres involved in the electron transfer process.
Our computations were deliberately designed to address
specifically cases when the hydration shells are allowed to
distort significantly in the presence of the other ion.
considered,

for each

reaction,

a pair

of

We

octahedrally

coordinated ions with the interactions between the ligand
molecules based on pair potential functions which have been
tested in liquid simulation studies.4

In particular, we

used the RWK2 water pair potential of Reimers, Watts, and
Klein5

and

Hinchliffe.6

an

ammonia

pair

potential

derived

by

In the first part of this paper we present details of
the

experimental

semiclassical

data

electron

needed

as

transfer

input

into

the

for

the

theory

ferrous-ferric and hexaammineruthenium systems,

and the

considerations we were forced to make in approximating the
matrix element.

Then follows some explanation of the

computational scheme for calculating the hypernetted chain
radial

distribution

functions

needed,

and

a

complete

description of the potentials between the complexed ions
that we use in providing a complete molecular basis for the
distribution functions.

After this we report the effective

potentials involved in the interaction of the hydrated
complexes as the systems reach the transition state for
electron transfer, including a thorough discussion of the
Monte Carlo samplings which were used to obtain these
effective
distortions.

interactions
These

including
results,

hydration

together

with

sphere
correct

prediction of the rate for the ferrous-ferric reaction,
demonstrate that a detailed treatment of the hydration
spheres is necessary to explain these electron transfer
rates.

Finally, we report on our attempts to calculate the

rate of the hexaammineruthenium exchange reaction and its
implications regarding the need for an improved description
of the ammonia-ammonia potential surface.

II.

Electron Transfer

Electron transfer theory described in Ref. 1-3 makes
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use of the expression for the rate constant,

k = S g23(r) k23(r) 4nr2 dr.
o

(1)

In order to use this formula we need to know the local rate
constant k23 ,

Kr,
23 = Kel, rn kcl ,

(
)
' 2'

and the distribution function g
s23.
Semiclassical theory reflects to a large extent the
development over several decades in our understanding of
the factors significant in electron transfer processes.
The rate constant was first derived along the lines of
classical
works

by

activated-complex theory kci in those classic
Marcus.7'8

While

they

addressed

adiabatic

electron transfer only, they were quickly generalized to
nonadiabatic or weak coupling situations.

The basic point

is that the energy to attain the activation barrier comes
from polarization fluctuations in the solvent, and once the
barrier has been overcome, the reaction would occur with
unit

probability

classical

rate

(in

the

constant

adiabatic
requires

case).
the

outer

Marcus'
sphere

reorganization energy,

Eo„t = ^ ( 1/2a2 + l/2a3 - 1/r) (l/n2 - 1/DJ ,

(3)
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dependent on the radii of the species

and a3, and the

refractive index and static dielectric constant of water.
This part of the early activated-complex theory was based
on electrostatic first principles.

Marcus modified the

theory to include the inner sphere reorganization energy in
the activation barrier.

Classical treatment of the nuclear

motion relates this barrier to the symmetric stretching
vibrational force constants f2 and f3, and the metal-ligand
distances d20 and d3°, such that

E in "

12

f2

f3

“

O

'

/

<f2 +

f 3> *

<4 >

Contrary to the assumption of the original adiabatic Marcus
theory the motion of the nucleus as it approaches the
transition state may be too fast for adiabatic electron
transfer.

It may take more than one pass of the transition

state configuration to reach the products.
Zener10

corrected

thiserror

by

adding

Landau9 and
an

electron

transmission coefficent k cl , a factor less than one, to the
rate

constant.

This

derivation

of

the

electron

transmission coefficient is semiclassical and involves the
electronic coupling matrix element,

I» -

I K >•

between the initial and final state wave functions.
operator H - H

<5>
The

here is the difference between the exact

hamiltonian and those of the initial and final states in
the

absence

of

electronic

coupling.

With

reasonable

simplifications in the motion of the nuclei, Kei is related
analytically

Hab and the inner and outer sphere
reorganization energies by a solution of the Schroedinger
equation.

to

The nuclear tunneling factor

is a further

refinement dependent on the same experimental input as used
in the other factors.
has

been

shown

classical

limit

to

Another type of development which
agree

appears

with
in

this
the

treatment
quantum

in

the

mechanical

derivations of Levich and Dogonadze,11 and Kestner, Logan,
and

Jortner12

using

quantum

mechanical

models

and

time-dependent perturbation theory.
For the

calculation

of k23 then,

the

experimental

parameters needed are the metal-ligand bond distances, the
symmetric

stretching

frequencies,

shell radii of the ions.

and

the

coordination

These values, and other details

for the ferrous-ferric exchange come from the formulation
of the semiclassical rate constant by Brunschwig.1 For the
hexaammineruthenium exchange we use values of Brown2 where
possible.

Specifically,

for hexaammineruthenium(II)

and

(III) ions the metal-ligand bond distances are 2.144 A and
2.104 A,

and the coordination shell radii used in the

calculation of the outer-shell reorganization energy (Eq.
14 of Ref. 1) are taken to be 3.3 A.
vibrational

frequencies

The symmetric stretch

from hexaammineruthenium(II)

(III) chlorides are estimated as 500 cm-1. 13,14

and

Further mention is needed of the electronic matrix
element

Hflb,

in

both

hexaammineruthenium cases.

the

hexaaquoiron

and

This quantity which enters into

the electron transmission coefficient and nuclear tunneling
factor is distance dependent, and it is commonly fit to the
form

IHab|2 = lHab(<r) I2 exp[-a(r-<r)].

(6)

The radius c is the van der Waals contact distance between
the reactants; a is a parameter adjusted to fit the long
range tail of the function, taken to be between 1 .1 A"1 and
“I 15
2.6 A .
Calculations for the face-to-face configuration
by Newton,

et al.

on the Fe(HO)
2+-Fe(HO)
3+ system
2
6
2
6

(a

configuration with the three-fold symmetry axes of the
complexes in line with each other) gave the parameters:
Ha b (o')

=

Actually,
ligands,

115

cm-1, a

these

=

results

were

for

and

tr =

clusters

5.3

A .16’17

with

three

but they are probably the best value for the

face-to-face configuration.
18.)

A-1,

2.4

(See the treatment in Ref.

For the Ru(NH3 )£
Z+-Ru(NH3 )6 3+ system, only a few data
6

points have been reported for the curve of
metal-metal radius.

The most recent result

ab against the
gives Habfr) =

66 cm"1 at 7.0 A19 for an apex-to-apex configuration (Ru-N
axes in a line).

For the distance dependence we assumed

the same a, took for <r a point with an intermolecular
potential similar to that at 5.3 A in the ferrous-ferric

case, and from this and the reported point determined the
remaining

parameter

H (<r).

The

resulting distance

dependence was

|Hab(r)|2 - 194.6012 exp[-2.4 (r-6.7) ].

The

face-to-face

Fe(H20) o2+-Fe(H
0)6 3+
2

(7)

configuration

transition

state

of

assumed

the
in

calculation of Hafa is supported by our studies

the

of the

molecular interactions, as long as the Fe-Fe separation is
small and there are no distortions of the coordination
geometry. 20

However

intermediate

orientations

between

face-to-face and apex-to-apex are prevalent in general.
There is a significant difference in the magnitude of the
calculated

matrix

elements

Ha b for

the

two

approach. 18

Still, the limited data and the precision in

the ab initio calculations may notbe great
justify making this distinction at this time.

types

of

enough to
In any case,

the exchange rate is much more strongly dependent on the
intermolecular potential than on Ha b .
In

order

Ornstein-Zernike

to

calculate
(OZ)

g23

we

must

solve

the

equations

in

the

form

for

multi-component systems.

The three-component OZ equations

in the most usual form are

h.J(rI2) = C.J(ri2> + P

2

X1 1 h.i<ri3>Clj<r23>dr3-

1=1,3

The subscripts

ofthe correlation functions

each of the six pair interactions.
component

and

a potential

distinguish

In the case of one

which

causes no

special

difficulties, this is solved by direct iteration between
the Fourier transformed version of the equation and the
hypernetted chain closure relation.21

The main problem

with extendingthis directly to the present
long range nature

case is the

of the potentials, whichprevents the

Fourier transforms from converging conveniently.
resummation

addresses

this

problem

by

The Mayer

dividing

the

potential into long and short range components and handling
them separately.

The method of the HNC program used in

this work and in the study by Tembe

derives from cluster

expansion formulas for the distribution function.

We refer

to Van Leeuwen22 for a typical exposition of the relation
of

these
23

Allnatt

formulas

the

Ornstein-Zernike

equation.

adapted the Mayer resummation to the

expansion
systems

to

method.

and

other

Generalization
improvements

in

to
the

cluster

multi-component
algorithm

were

subsequently contributed by Dale and Friedman,24 and Rossky
and Dale.25

III.

Pair Potential for Hexaaquoiron Ions

We use the above formulation of the rate constant to
calculate the radial distribution functions from complexed
ion interactions based on water-water and ammonia-ammonia
potentials.

The RWK2 water-water potential5 is based on
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calculations of the dimer interaction energy, calculation
of dipole and quadrupole moments for the water molecule,
and

experimental

properties

of

ice

and

steam.

The

potential consists of a sum of coulomb terms over pairs of
point charges, sums of exponential repulsions and Morse
oscillator terms over pairs of atoms,
term.

and a dispersion

The coulomb terms, summed over the point charges a

and b,

s V / r.b'

are straightforward.

<9>

In the exponential repulsion terms,

summed over the 0-0 and H-H pairs of atoms,

s

e x p ( - r ,ba . b > '

( 1 0 >

and the Morse oscillator terns, sunned over the 0-H pairs,

Z Aib e x p t - o j r ^ - r ^ ) ]

( e x p t - o ^ - r ^ ) ]-2), (11)

the interactions involving oxygen must be centered on the
atom rather than on the center of charge of the molecule in
order to reproduce the data in Ref. 5.
aab .

and

rmln

are

defined

there.

The parameters A&D,
The dispersion
r

interaction is centered on the oxygen atoms.

Reimers, et

al.5 adapted the dispersion expression, with some changes,
from the work of Douketis. 26 In the adapted form:
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E d lS p

=

- f

<

+ cjg^fpr)]8 +1.5 Cio[gio/(pr)]10 }

(12)

where

gn = 1 - exp[-2.l(pr)/n - 0.109(pr)2/n1/2]

(13)

f = 1 - r2,326 exp(- r).

(14)

and

The Cn represent the dispersion coefficients
scaling parameter,

is 0.9483.

and p,

a

In equation 12, r is in

angstroms but in equations 13 and 14, r is in atomic units.
A conversion factor from angstroms to atomic units should
have been included in the gn factor in the text of Ref. 5
but

it

was

not.

With

this

adjustment

the

correct

equilibrium dimer energy of -5.904 kcal/mol (Table 3 of the
reference) is obtained.
For the description of an iron complex, we place six
of the above described water
arrangement around the ion.

molecules in an octahedral

We fix the Fe-0 bond length at

2.06 A, the mean of the distances determined by x-ray
diffraction for iron(II) and (III) complexes.27

This is

appropriate because the reaction must occur in a transition
state with the same nuclear configuration for both ions, a
point where the two complexes have equal

energy.

As
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described below,

the treatment

assumes

that the water

molecules fluctuate around a dipole oriented configuration,
a structure in accord with the available simulation data on
the hydration of an ion of this size.

There is some scant

evidence for a lone pair oriented configuration of the
water, but even this comes from MD simulations with water
interactions represented by the ST2 potential.

That model

includes negative point charges in the waters which are
thought to exaggerate the directionality of the lone pair
orbitals.4,28

The minimum energy configuration, among the

dipole oriented ones, has Th symmetry with four hydrogens
lying in each of three mutually perpendicular planes (Fig.
1) .

The energy barrier to fluctuations between different

dipole oriented configurations is small.

With the coulomb

terms modified as described below, the model shows that the
total interaction energy among the six waters increases by
.35 kcal/mol in going from the T structure to the maximum
energy dipole oriented configuration with the same Fe-0
bond distance.

This latter structure has four of the

waters in the same plane and has D2h symmetry.
In addition to the RWK2 site-site interactions between
the

waters,

the

Fe(H20) 62+-Fe(H20) 6
interactions.

model

representing

the

system included three other types of

The ion-water interactions are represented

by coulomb terms between the irons and each point charge on
the waters.

The interaction between the

iron(II)

and

iron(III) ions are represented also by a coulomb term.

The

interaction arising from the polarization by each iron ion
of the water molecules around the other is centered on the
oxygen atom, assuming a dipole polarisability for water of
a = 1.444 A•3 ,

29

»
and following
the formula,

EPoi =

a £2*

<1 5 )

E is the electric field at the oxygen, due to the charge on
the opposite ion.

In the optimizations and statistical

averaging of configurations, the criterion for removal of
nonphysical configurations caused by coincidence of the
point charges is to cut off all interactions at a 2 A
radius around each oxygen atom.
We need to consider the long range extent of the
Coulomb interactions or the distance dependence of the
dielectric constant of water around the ions.

The practice

in liquid water simulations might be taken as an example.
There all site-site interactions are often cut off beyond a
sphere of radius 6 or 9 A, substituting a surface charge
distribution

for

forces

neighbors. 30

But with

involving

this

all

practice

some

more

remote

qualitative

properties of the local structure of the simulated sample
will

still be ambiguous, 31

and in ionic solutions long

range effects are even more important.32
approximation

of

Padova33

to

dielectric constant by Booth,34

the

According to an

treatment

of

the
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e = n2 + (eQ - n2)/(l + 1.1 x lo“8 E2).

(16)

Here n = the refractive index, eo =78.5, and E the field
strength. The effect of the +2 and +3 charges of the ions
would fall off abruptly at distances of 5.9 A and 7.2 A as
the dielectric constant switches between its microwave and
static

values

of

17.7

and

78 .5 .35

At

the

Fe2+-Fe3+

separations which are important in this study there would
be few charges on the opposite ion that would be within the
radii

mentioned

above.

For

simplicity

then,

we

approximated e by 78.5, and included a factor of 1/e in the
Coulomb terms as well

as in the determination of the

electric field in equation 15.

IV.
We

Pair Potential for Hexaammineruthenium Ions
use

Hinchliffe6

an
in

interactions

ammonia-ammonia
a

corresponding

between

the

potential
way

ruthenium

to

derived
describe

complexes.

by
the
The

Hinchliffe model was a first effort to include results of
ab initio calculations in the interaction, following other
studies with semi-empirical potentials.36'37
calculations
Other

on

seven

calculations

at

dimer
higher

configurations
levels

have

Hartree-Fock
were
since

used.
been

performed and a fit for the potential surface has appeared
which

is

closer

to

the

ab

initio

results

in

some

respects, 38 ’39 although we were unable to reproduce exactly
the results of that model.

We discuss the accuracy of the
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representation of the ammonia potential and its effect on
the

study below.

Hinchliffe model,

There were

several

versions

of the

starting with just point charges,

and

followed by a refinement to include a dispersion expression
and an adjustment of the location of the negative charges
in

order

to

correct

the

dipole

moment.

We

expression designated in that work as model C.

use

the

In this

model (here expressed in units of kcal/mol-A) the sum over
the H-H terms is

Z 700 exp(-3.7 r),

(17)

and over the N-H terms

Z 0.4 exp[-4.6 (r-2.5)] - 0.8 exp[-2.3 (r-2.5)].

(18)

The dispersion term centered on the nitrogen atoms is

13615 exp(-2.7r) f(r) (1230/r6 + 6500/r8 + 42100/r10)

(19)

with f(r) defined by

f(r) = exp[-(r-4.7)2/r2]
1

r ^ 4.7
r > 4.7.

(20)

MD calculations have been reported for liquid ammonia
which used a model attributed to Hinchliffe.

This was
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referred to as "model C," but it was not the same as the
model we refer to here.40

In the potential function used

for those MD calculations, Morse oscillator repulsions were
replaced by Lennard-Jones terms.
To describe a ruthenium complex, we place six ammonia
molecules in an octahedral arrangement around the ion, and
allow

them

to

configuration.
treatment.

fluctuate
This

around

a

dipole

is analogous

to

the

oriented

hexaaquoiron

We take the Ru-N bond length as 2.124 A, again

from the average of diffraction measurements, in this case
for ruthenium(II) and (III) complexes.27

Fig. 2 shows the

dipole oriented configuration with this Ru-N bond length
that minimizes the Hincliffe ammonia-ammonia interactions
within

the

complex.

Each hydrogen

is

staggered with

respect to the hydrogens on the farthest ammonia molecule.
In addition,

one hydrogen of each ammonia is staggered

between

nearest

the

adjacent

configuration has S2n symmetry.

Ru-N

bond

axes.

This

Diffraction studies do not

localize the charge densities of the hydrogens however,
suggesting some freedom of rotation around the Ru-N bond,41
and this ammonia-ammonia potential predicts that the energy
barriers

to

configurations

fluctuations
are

close

among
to

the

those

dipole

calculated

oriented
for

the

hexaaquo complex.
The treatment of the potential between the Ru(NH3 )63+
and

Ru(NH3 )62+ complexes

treatment.

also

follows

the

hexaaquoiron

We extend the Hinchliffe ammonia potential
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with

ion-aramonia

and

ion-ion

terms.

The

dielectric

constant of bulk water is used to determine the screening
of the coulombic interactions.
ammonia molecule is 2.22 x 10“

The polarizability of the
cm .

We refer to Ref. 3 for some of the considerations that
prompted the study of these models.

It was believed that

the geometry of the water molecules coordinated to the iron
ions survived the reaction, i.e., that distortion of the
coordination spheres was not necessary to account for the
rate data.

They assumed, however, that the waters could

interlock in such a way that the ions could approach closer
than the contact distance between the outer envelopes of
the water molecules— about 6.9 A.

A term was added to

their Gurney model potentials,

-In Sab(R) /kT,

(21)

which used the switch function, S#b(R), to incorporate the
interpenetration

effect.

Such

a

function

had

been

suggested earlier by Ben-Naim and Stillinger43 to fit the
close

range

interaction

of

molecules.

It

assumes

sigmoidal shape, varies between 1 and 0 and has the form:

Sab = 0,

if

= (R-Ru)2(3Ru-Rl-2R)/(Ru-R1)3, if
=1,

R

< R 1',

Rj < R < Ru,
if

R

> RU .

(22)

a

Without the added term, the Gurney

potentials would allow

the hydrated species to approach right up to the bare metal
ion.

On the other hand, if R

in the switch function is

taken as 6.9, precluding any interpenetration,
calculated rate is too low.
interpenetration,

then the

Tembe, et al. envisioned some

but hindered by orientational effects.

With the waters able to interpenetrate, but maintaining a
rigid coordination geometry, an approach of the metal ions
to a distance less than 6.9 A would be possible in some
orientations but not in others.
fraction

of

orientations

of

Sab is interpreted as the
approach

that

produce

a

sterically allowed overlap of the coordination spheres.
The closer the ions can approach each other,

the more

unlikely is the probability of finding a sterically allowed
configuration,
repulsive.

and

the

switch

function

becomes

more

Its value approaches infinity which means the

degree of overlap is impossible.

From models 4.5 and 6.9 A

seemed like rational approximations to Rx and Ru, based on
treatment

of

the

water

crystallographic radii.

molecules

as

spheres

with

the

This choice led to rate data which

agreed with experiment.
The

present

study was

begun

justification for their choices.

to

provide

a

firmer

We calculated Safe from

the modified RWK2 site-site interaction model.

A result

needed for this was the potential between the complexes for
the minimum energy orientation of approach at any given
Fea+-Fe3* separation

for which

the

coordination

spheres

overlap.

This was the type of result that we reported

earlier for a slightly different potential form.20

The

potential for this purpose was the sum of all site-site
interactions between the rigidly coordinated Fe(HO)
2+ and
2
6
Fe(HO)
The central assumption of the
2 o2+ ions (Fig. 1).
calculation is that the sterically allowed fraction of
orientations, sa b , follows the equation:

Sab(r) -'e exp( -[ E

- Emln(r) ]/kT)

/ z"l,

(23)

1
where we generate n orientations of the rigid complexes at
random,

and

inter-complex
thermally

then

test

potential

allowed

or

according to

the

whether

the

not.

A

modified

configuration
thermally

RWK2
is

allowed

configuration is one for which Emodel is not more than kT
above E

for the given Fe-Fe separation.

Each of the j

thermally allowed configurations in the sample contributes
the Boltzmann factor to the sum in the numerator.
n - j

configurations

nothing.

that

are

not

allowed

The

contribute

For the fraction to converge it usually takes on

the order of n = 10,000 configurations for each r.
The only variation in the BNS switching function is in
the upper and lower limits of its range, for which it goes
to 0 or 1.
for the

Within one or two percent, at 300 K, our result

function sAb(r) agreed with the BNS
function when R1 =5.5 and Ru =8.5.
This

switching
disagreed

considerably with the limits which, in the modified Gurney

potentials, had produced reasonable rate data— 4.5 and 6.9
A.

This called into question the validity of the simple

Gurney

models.

Thus

we

considered

a

more

elaborate

approach calculating g23(r) using site-site models.
The previous account of the ferrous-ferric reaction
adopted a definite view of the transition state as a
"face-to-face"

structure.

This

was

the

configuration

allowing the closest approach of the metal atoms with the
six waters conceived of as hard spheres, rigidly attached
to the ions, and in contact.
provides

one

test

of

Electron transfer theory

whether, an

potential function might be right.

arbitrarily

chosen

We are concerned with

the consistency between a conception of the transition
state and a potential that can reproduce the experimental
rate data.

In the next section, we present the results of:

(1) optimizations of the transition state configurations
using the modified RWK2 and Hinchliffe models,

and

(2)

computations of the spherical averages of the site-site
potentials, and the resulting distribution functions and
rate constants.
ferrous-ferric

We contrast the results produced, for the
exchange,

when

the

rigid

coordination

geometry is imposed, and when this constraint is relaxed.

V.
Fig.

Results

3 shows minimum energy

approach of rigid hexaaquoiron(IX)

orientations
and

(III)

for the

complexes,

each constrained to keep the Th symmetry described above.
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One configuration is for a metal-metal distance of 5 . 5 A,
the distance at which the local rate constant k23(r) peaks.
The other structure is a limiting configuration approached
for large metal-metal distances.
oxygens

are eclipsed

determined

solely

and the optimum configuration

on

the

basis

hydrogen-hydrogen repulsions.
as apex-to-apex.
the

18

At large separation the

of

mimimizing

As the metal-metal distance is reduced,
a transition between
At 5.5 A,

apex-to-apex and face-to-face approaches.
the

the

This approach is described

optimum orientation undergoes

approaches

is

ideal

face-to-face

configuration.

it
The

oxygens are staggered and some of the hydrogens are close
to being eclipsed.

A similar comparison is made in Fig. 4

for the rigid hexaammineruthenium ions.

The system shows

the same transition from an apex-to-apex to a face-to-face
approach.

This is consistent so far with the previously

held view

of the way

the

coordination

spheres

should

interpenetrate.
For

the

rigid

complexed

ions,

to

evaluate

the

spherically averaged potentials in the canonical ensemble,
we need to do integrations over the Euler angles (a, /3, and
K) of the complexes.
277 77

271

J* X

S

The formula is:

E exp(-E(a,|3,r)/kT) dot sin/3 d/3 dr

o o o

Ea

v

=

.
277 77

277

S

S

S

o o o

exp{-E(o£,p,r)/kT) dot sing dg dy

(24)

'

'
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There is no useful symmetry in these systems which would
permit

analytical

evaluation,

a

reduction

of

the

dimensionality or implementation of a quadrature scheme.
However, the sample-mean Monte Carlo method is a suitable
procedure.

This approximates the integrals by the average

of the integrand for points chosen on a uniform probability
distribution.

The MC averages for close approach of the

ions would be computationally demanding, as the integrands
become very erratic and the evaluation of a configuration
requires the summation over either 625 pairs of interaction
sites

in

the

hexaaquoiron

hexaammineruthenium system.
the

contact distance

system

or

961

in

the

But for separations less than

of the

coordination

spheres,

the

potential has little influence on the ruthenium electron
exchange.

As long as the separation is greater than that,

the error in Eav can be reduced to under one percent by the
evaluation of the energy for 100,000 configurations.

For

the iron system, accuracy in the short range potential is
more important, because a rough estimate of it indicates
that the integrand of equation 1 is not negligible for r
between 5.5 and 6.0 A.

But for these separations,

a

comparable sample size reduces the error to between one and
two percent.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the results.

These calculations on the rigid complexes correspond
with the assumption that the coordination shells survive
the

reaction,

and

more

specifically,

that

their

interpenetration doesn't distort the ligand configurations
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of either.

One of our main objects of this work was to

study what happens when these assumptions can be relaxed.
We

examined

the

optimum

configurations

and

thermally

averaged potentials under two sets of constraints allowing
more flexibility in the ligand motions.

First, we found

the minimum energy configurations of the systems including
all site-site interactions between all pairs of particles,
with only the constraints that each ion has a coordination
number of six and that the electronegative atoms of the
ligand molecules are confined to a sphere around the metal
atom of radius either 2.06 or 2.124 A, the average of the
crystallographic positions.

Thus we allowed the complexes

to distort from octahedral symmetry and gave each ligand
molecule three degrees of rotational freedom around the
electronegative atom.

Subject only to no perturbation in

the geometry of the ligands, this should allow all possible
geometries of the ligands around the metal ion.
has

found

through

more

detailed

Kuharski44

simulation

of

the

ferrous-ferric system that the ligand bond lengths do not
change due to the proximity of a second ion.

Optimizations

were carried out with ion-ion separations near those for
which the electron transfer probabilities were expected to
peak.
Under this set of constraints, a configuration of the
hexaaquoiron(II)-(III)

transition state

energy minimum is shown in Fig. 7.
rigid

complex

case,

the waters

(5.5 A)

at the

In comparison to the

in the

contact

region
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separate to some small extent to allow for overlap between
the coordination spheres; none of the O-Fe-O angles differ
from a right angle by more than half a degree, and the
angles between the water molecules that are not in the
contact

region

deformation
rather

than

are

almost

unaffected.

Most

of

the

is in the shift of the hydrogen positions
distortion

octahedral symmetry.

of

the

oxygen

positions

from

Close approach of the metal atoms is

permitted primarily by the distortion of the complexes as
well as interpenetration of the coordination spheres.

The

flattening occurs in a direction transverse to the Fe-Fe
axis.

The position taken by the hydrogens— an arrangement

closer to a lone pair orientation— may have a particular
stability.

Interestingly, this was the water structure

predicted to be most stable in MD simulation by the ST2
potential

(known to exaggerate such effects).

In the

contact region all of the water molecules are within a 35
degree angle of a lone pair oriented configuration.

All

the molecules removed from the contact region are closer to
a dipole orientation than to a lone pair orientation, and
they closely maintain the arrangement of the hydrogen atoms
in perpendicular planes.

The tendency for the distances of

the hydrogens in the overlap area to be maximized, none
closer than

3 A,

is

in contrast with the low energy

configuration at a larger separation (Fig. 3) where the
orientation of the closely approaching molecules is near
that of a favorable hydrogen bond.
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The

configuration

optimization

for

obtained

the

in

the

corresponding

hexaammineruthenium(II)- (III)

transition state, shown in Fig. 8, has a slightly greater
deviation from octahedral symmetry.

The angles between the

nitrogens in the contact region deviate from right angles
by as much as one degree.

However, with the hydrogen atoms

filling most of the space in the coordination sphere, the
ammonia

molecules

lack

the

variability

available to the water molecule.

in

bond

types

Thus we find that none of

the Ru-N-H angles differ by more than 3 degrees from what
they are in the isolated complex.

It seems that it would

take considerable energy to change their orientations.
It turns out that only with additional constraints,
beyond those imposed in generating the configurations in
Figs.

7 and 8, does it become feasible to perform an

accurate sampling and obtain the spherical averages.

Figs.

7 and 8 give an impression of the most extreme distortions
that might occur, and the degree of accuracy that is lost
when

the

sampling

configurations.

is

weighted

toward

less

distorted

In the more constrained scheme, introduced

in order to get the spherical averages, the electronegative
atoms are again confined to a sphere with the same fixed
crystallographic

radius.

But

as

suggested

from

the

characteristics of the minimum energy configurations found
above, some types of configurations could be neglected.

We

overlooked the deviations from an octahedral arrangement of
the electronegative atoms.

We also ignored configurations
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in which any of the dipole moment tilt angles were greater
than some specified limit.

This was selected as close to

that found in the optimized configurations, so as to make
sure that we haven't ignored configurations significant to
the thermal average.

In particular, if we restrict the

tilt angles at oxygens to 45.8 degrees and at nitrogens to
half that angle, then the structures obtained as the minima
are as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

These give some idea as to

the approximation involved in reducing the range of the
tilt angles covered by the sampling; the ligand molecules
are noticeably bent away from the contact region, unlike in
the previous figures.

A fair amount of energy that would

have gone into deforming the symmetry has apparently been
transfered to the tilt angles.
It was the simplification of the coordinate system
that made this second sampling scheme more desirable for
obtaining the spherically averaged interactions between the
complexes with distortions of the coordination geometries.
In

this

way,

the

motions

can

be

described

with

42

coordinates, instead of the 60 coordinates needed in the
complete optimizations leading to the structures of Figs. 7
and 8.

Six coordinates are necessary for the rotations of

each complex as a whole, and three more angles for each of
the twelve ligand molecules in the system.
three angles allow for:

These latter

(1) rotation of the hydrogens

around the axis of symmetry of the molecule, (2) rotation
of the symmetry axis from the direction of the Fe-0 (Ru-N)
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bond through a tilt angle within some specified limit, and
(3)

a

rotation

of

the

symmetry

axis

in

perpendicular to the previous rotation.

a

direction

Thus,

for the

Monte Carlo sampling, equation 24 is modified in such a way
that the integrals are over these 42 variables; the twelve
tilt angles as well as the angle corresponding to 0 in
equation 24 have the limits ir to 0, and for these angles
sine factors are included in the volume element (Jacobian
of this space).
sample

In the calculation of the integrals, we

over configurations

in which

the

dipole moment

vectors of all the ligand molecules lie within a cone
around the Fe-0 (Ru-N) bond axis.
angle

determines

Configurations

the

outside

A specified maximum tilt

peripheral
of these

limits
limits

assigned a Boltzmann factor of zero.
slight bias in the average.

of
are

the

cone.

effectively

This introduces a

So does the fact that these

coordinates are not rigorously transformed into Cartesian
coordinates for the integrations.*1

Figs. 5 and 6 show the

results of the sampling as to the effect of distortions on

This was not possible to do.
The coordinates are not
related
to
Cartesian
coordinates
by
any
explicit
transformation.
Such a transfromation would exist for the
36 coordinates involving only rotation of a single ligand
molecule. The problem arises from trying to superimpose on
this the system of Euler angles for each complex as a whole.
To generate the configurations sampled, the rotations of the
single molecules are effected first, followed by the
rotations of the "new rigid" complexes that have resulted.
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the potentials.

The specific quantity averaged,

which

these curves represent, takes into consideration inter- and
intra-complex interactions.

By the inter-complex energy,

we mean the total of the site-site interactions over all
pairs of sites with one on the Fe2+ (Ru2+) complex and the
other on the Fe3+ (Ru3+) complex.

The intra-complex energy

involves the total of site-site interactions over all pairs
of

sites

within

a

given

complex,

but

with

belonging to two distinct ligand molecules.
reference,

the

total

of

these

the

sites

We use as a

intra-complex

site-site

interactions when the ligands are in the optimum dipole
oriented

configurations

(Figs.

1

and

2).

Then

the

intra-complex energy is the total of site-site interactions
in the given configuration sampled,
energy.

The

rationale

for

the

less the

division

is

reference
that

the

complexes will distort if this reduces the inter-complex
repulsion sufficiently to balance the energy barrier to
intra-complex distortion.

The energy averaged is thus the

sum of the inter- and intra-complex energies:

Emodel = Einter + ( Elntra - Eref ).

(25)

For the iron ion potentials, the coordinate systems we
used for classifying the distortions

and computing the

average potentials introduce some complication in comparing
the

results.

The

rigid

complex

curve

represents

the

assumption that the geometry of the coordination spheres,
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as found to be the optimum for the hexahydrated iron ion in
isolation, survives the reaction.

It does not correspond

to the curve for zero tilt in the scheme allowing for
rotation of the dipole moment vector through a specified
tilt angle.

This is because the latter case still allows

rotations of the individual waters around their dipole
moment vector.

The potentials generated for successive

increases in the allowed tilt angle seemed to disclose a
general increase in the net repulsion.

Yet these curves

were almost parallel, showing that the increase was not
exclusively due to a bimolecular effect.

Part of the

increase in energy came from intramolecular fluctuations
allowed even at large ion-ion separations which had no
bearing on the interionic potential, and this amount was
subtracted off each curve to make them converge at large
separation.
Comparison of the results with different degrees of
tilt included in the sampling reveals important qualitative
differences between the iron and ruthenium interactions.
For either system, when the maximum allowed tilt angle is
chosen above a certain point, the Monte Carlo averaging no
longer converges well.

There may also be slight biases due

to the rejection of highly strained configurations entailed
by the sampling scheme, as well as the less than complete
rigor

in

ruthenium

modeling

the

exchange we

integration
can rely

region.

on the

rigid

For

the

molecule

potential in which the sampling was relatively simple, and
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we see a steady increase in net repulsions with increasing
tilt

angle,

even

after

correction

for

intramolecular

fluctuations in the ammonia configurations.

This increase

is enough to rule out any significant distortions, if the
ions are to approach closely enough to account for the
observed

exchange

rate.

The

corresponding

potentials

between the hexaaquoiron ions present a different pattern.
At Fe-Fe separations greater than 6 . 2

A,

the effect of

increasing the allowed tilt angle is to make the potential
more repulsive.

Yet at shorter separations, more conducive

to electron transfer, the opposite effect occurs.

There is

a dip in the potential between the distorted ions at 6 . 0 A,
more

attractive

than

would

have

been

expected,

deepens as larger degrees of distortion are permitted.

which
The

effect continues to increase until the allowed tilt angle
is raised to 35 degrees, beyond which point it levels off
until 45 degrees.

We focus on the potential calculated for

these last conditions as representative of the interaction
between the distorted ions.
From the above calculations we have several ion-ion
potential

functions

representing

different

about the coordination sphere distortions.

assumptions

As explained in

section II, the HNC radial distribution function is central
to the electron transfer rate.

By comparing the rates

calculated from the distribution functions corresponding to
each of these potentials with the rates from the Gurney
potentials, and with experimental results, we can evaluate
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the various models and the importance of distortions in the
coordination geometry.

As stated above, we use the Mayer

resummation procedure in the calculation of the radial
distribution functions.

This requires the potentials to be

in the form of a q/r term plus a function representing a
short range component.

The Gurney potentials are of this

type, and it is easier to see how our potentials compare to
the Gurney potentials if we fit them to a similar form.
For

example,

although

the

Gurney potentials

were

very

permissive of close approaches between the ions, it might
seem that their adjustable parameters could be varied to
make them agree with our rigid molecule potential.

The

exact forms of the terms common to the Gurney potentials
are

given

by

Ramanathan

and

Friedman,45 while

modifications are defined by Tembe.

various

The basic expression,

E = q/r + cor + cav + gur,

(26)

divides the short range component into what are designated
as

the

core

potential.

potential,

cavity

potential,

and

Gurney

The cavity term reflects a polarization effect.

There is only one parameter in the term that it makes any
physical sense to vary, and that is the size of the cavity
subject

to

the

polarization.

But

the

mathematical

rationale for the cavity term breaks down when the cavities
of the +2 and +3 ions overlap.
modification

of

the

term

This means that arbitrary
would

not

have

physical

significance.

The coefficients of the Gurney terms may be

varied arbitrarily.

The model retains physical meaning,

but no combination of coefficients of the Gurney terms
could bring the potential into agreement with our rigid
complex

model.

Varying

the

coefficient

of

the

cation-cation Gurney term adds an almost constant energy to
the potential
study.

for ion-ion separations

important to the

Instead, we seek to increase the potential sharply

at the point where coordination sphere interpenetration
begins to dominate the interactions.

Excluding the cavity

and Gurney terms, this leaves the core potential as the
term to be modified.

The core potential in Ref. 45 was:

F e3 [(r2+ + r3+)/r]9
cor =

.

(27)

9 '(r2+ + r3+ )

In this expression, F represented the ratio of Madelung's
constant to coordination number, e the electronic charge,
and r2+ and r3+ the radii of the ions.

We used a similar

expression,

(tcor/T) exp[(r2+ + rg+ - r)/rcor]
cor =

,

(28)

(r
+ r3 + )2
x 2*

but with two adjustable parameters— tcor, which scales the
temperature, and rcor, which scales the degree of overlap

between the coordination spheres.
the potential
amount.

Changing tcor displaces

curve up or down by an almost constant

Changing rcor displaces the potential curve to the

right or left.

It determines a repulsive core within which

interpenetration of the ions is practically impossible.
Figs.

11 and 12 show the effects on the potential of

varying tcor and rcor.

We get the closest fit to the rigid

complex potential for the hexaaquoiron ions by changing
tcor from 14700 to 120375 and rcor from .344 to .4075 in
Tembe's MGUR2 model
these changed

to

(units kcal/mol-A).

tcor = 143600

and

For ruthenium

rcor = .9605.

This

analysis of the Gurney models should also explain why we
cannot

adjust their, parameters

to

fit

the

interaction

between the distorted Fe(H2O) 62+ and Fe(H2O) 63+ ions,

and

at the same time preserve their physical interpretation.
Neither does the addition of the BNS switching function
bring

those

models

into

line

with

our

data

for

distorted hexaaquo ions.

The dip between 5.0 and 5.5

the

system

potential

for this

is

due

to

the

A

factors

in
not

anticipated in the reasoning behind previous models.

A

form that best fits the potential, with the assumption that
the water tilt angles may be up to 45 degrees, is

E = q/r + 4c [((r/r)20 - «r/r)6],

with

e = .879

and

<r = 5.063

(units

kcal/mol-A).

(29)

The

calculation of the radial distribution functions involves
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cation-anion and anion-anion pair potentials as well, and
the short range components might be different from that for
the cation-cation potentials.

But this would have less

direct bearing on the reactions than the cation-cation
interactions.
fitting

the

Tembe, et al. derived these potentials by
Gurney

terms

to

the

bulk

thermodynamic

properties of iron chlorate solutions.

In calculating our

distribution

the

functions,

we

have kept

treatment of the anions for both the
reactions.

Gurney model

Fe-Fe and Ru-Ru

We used the charge plus Lennard-Jones form for

the cation-cation potential, leaving all the cation-anion
and anion-anion terms exactly as they were in the MGUR2
model for the chlorate ions.

When we used the potentials

obtained by varying the parameters in the core potential,
we changed the parameters uniformly in each of the pair
potentials.

While exact details in the treatment of the

anions do not effect the qualitative conclusions of the
study, it was essential that the analytical forms, of the
cation-cation potentials be reasonable.

This is especially

so because we were fitting Monte Carlo data which has
limited applicability to the very short range interaction
between the ions.
We calculated the exchange rate from the hypernetted
chain

radial

distribution

functions

based

on

these

potentials, the semiclassical electron transfer theory, and
equation

1.

We

find

that

in

the

Fe(H20),2
+-Fe(H2o)3+
6

electron exchange, distortions of the waters may occur and
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effect

the

rate.

separations
repulsive.
transfer

the

Over

effect

most

is

of

the

to make

range

the

of

Fe-Fe

potential

more

But a more important influence on the electron
is

coordination

the

potential

spheres

overlap

at

the

just

point

where

slightly.

At

the
a

separation of about 5.5 A, slight distortions can reduce
the repulsion.

This produces the small but significant dip

in the potential as compared to the rigid complex case.
The dip in the curve, which depends specifically on this
view of the transition state,

is enough to change the

distribution function and the calculated rate (Fig. 13).
In a solution of ionic strength .55, the rate calculated
from the distortion potential is 3.9 M-1s_1, as opposed to
the 1.1 M_1s-1 calculated from the rigid complex potential.
The former value is significantly higher and closer to the
measured result for

this

concentration

of

4.2 M-1s-1.17

The conclusion for the Ru(NH3 )6.2+-Ru(NH3 )6 3+ system, to the
contrary, is that intramolecular distortions probably do
not play a role in the electron transfer.

The potential

curves corresponding to those in Figure 13 coincide within
the sampling error.

Distortions cost too much energy to

contribute to the average.

This is true independently of

the difference between our calculated and the experimental
rate constants.

Our treatment gives

3.6 x 102 M'' V 1

for

the exchange rate between rigid hexaammineruthenium ions at
ionic strength .013, and 1.3 x 103 M^s"1 at ionic strength
.16, while the measured results for these concentrations
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are 8.2 x 102 and 4 x 103, respectively.46
Comparisons

between

the

Fe-Fe

potentials

have

implications as to why the MGUR2 model worked so well.
MGUR2

model

and

the

distorted

complex

produced nearly the same rate constants.

The

potential

both

The former model,

however, treated the complexed ions as spherical.

It made

no use of insights into the effects of water motions such
as were considered here and it led to a quite different
type

of potential

curve

and

a qualitatively

different

distribution function as compared to our model.
attempting

to

approximate

the

optimize
features

the
of

parameters
our

in

potential

While

MGUR2

to

better,

we

concluded that it could not be done without making the
MGUR2 potential physically unrealistic.

We conclude that

although the Gurney models were empirically able to predict
the rates, they failed to include some important aspects of
the molecular phenomena, and thus agreement with experiment
may be fortuitous.

The MGUR2 interaction was too repulsive

for Fe-Fe separations less than 6.2 A and too attractive
elsewhere, and it led to a distribution function that was
less peaked than it should have been, and with the peak at
a

larger

separation

(Fig.

14).

However,

using

the

distance-average of equation 1, the rate came out almost
the same as that produced by a more detailed treatment.
This indicates again that simply agreeing with one piece of
experimental data is not a good test of any theory.
is why they also looked at magnetic resonance effects.

That

The data on the hexaammineruthenium electron exchange
shows a difference in the structures of the coordination
spheres

and

their

hexaaquoiron

interactions,

reaction;

between the ions.

there

when

is

compared

less

to

the

interpenetration

No particular approach of the ions is

strongly favored by the ammonia configurations; neither do
distortions of the ammonias counteract the repulsiveness of
the

interaction

between

them

at

close

range.

The

underestimated calculated rates could arise from errors in
the approximation of Hfr),
ab

We based our approximation on

the knowledge of the matrix element for only one Ru-Ru
distance.

We

assumed

this

dependent on the distance.
the

van

der

Waals

function

is

exponentially

Beyond this, our estimate of

contact

strongly influences the fit,

distance

of

the

complexes

and this is subject to errors

since we inferred it from the slope of the ammoniated
Ru 2+-Ru 3+ potential.
suggest

how

to

Our electron transfer rates may also

improve

the

Hinchliffe

ammonia-ammonia

potential surface.

The Hinchliffe fit disagrees distinctly

with

of

the

results

potential.

3B

Latajka

the ammonia dimer.

two other

recent

studies

on the

performed SCF and MP2 calculations on
Sagarik39 studied the dimer using the

coupled pair functional method, and gave an analytical fit
for the surface.

These studies and experimental work by

Klemperer47 show that the overall minimum in the surface
occurs

for

a

cyclic

hydrogen

bonded

configuration.

Employing quantum path integral molecular dynamics, Barnett
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found

that

the

Hinchliffe

potential

does

predict

the

correct structure for the dimer,48 but this does not answer
all the questions important to us.

The work of Latajka and

Sagarik implies that the potential is much more attractive
for the cyclic structure (even Latajka's SCF result) than
at the minimum in the Hinchliffe potential for the same
orientation.

For the CPF potential the difference is about

-4.4 to -1.1 kcal/mol.

The Hinchliffe minimum for the

cyclic

also

structure

is

shifted

toward

longer

distance— about 3.9 A instead of 3.25 or 3.45 as in the
later calculations.

These trends are confirmed for other

configurations close to the orientation that gives the
overall minimum.
The configurations we obtained in our optimizations
should illustrate that the hydrogen-hydrogen interactions
contribute the most to the potential between the ions, and
therefore influence the rate significantly.

The error in

the Hinchliffe model may be most serious for configurations
with

strongly

interacting

hydrogens.

He

derived

the

potential by fitting SCF calculations on seven different
dimer

geometries.

configurations.

Ref.
None

6

were

hydrogen-hydrogen interactions.

showed

four

structures

of

with

these
strong

The CPF model and the work

of Latajka gave more consideration to such structures.

A

symmetric dimer geometry with the opposite hydrogens in as
close contact as possible should be unbound or barely
bound.

We calculate with a 6-31G*(2d) basis set that this
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structure is repulsive relative to the monomers by .00770 H
and

.0156

H

at

separations

of

3.0

and

2.8

A.

The

Hinchliffe fit gives .0120 and .0214 for these points.

The

CPF potential is about half way in between the calculations
and the Hinchliffe fit.49

These configurations are very

different from the typical structures for which the models
are fit but the trend indicates that the Hinchliffe model
we used may be slightly too repulsive.
in

the

Ru(NH3)fi2+-Ru(NH3)63*

potential

A slight decrease
in

the

region

important for electron transfer would have the result of
increasing the exchange rate by a large factor, and might
bring the calculation into line with experimental results.
The Hinchliffe potential may be satisfactory for other
purposes and we used it here because it was the best one
that we could be
the

possibility

sure we were reproducing accurately, but
of its

improvement

should not

be

discounted.

VI.
This

paper

Conclusions

has addressed

the

problem of

how

interactions among the molecules of the first coordination
shell

effect

the

electron

transfer

reactions

hexaaquoiron ions and hexaammineruthenium ions.

between
Our work

used standard electron transfer theory of the local rate
constant between two ions at a given distance and in a
given orientation.

This semiclassical theory takes enough

consideration of

the structural detail of the reactant
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molecules

to

predict,

with

reasonable

accuracy,

the

exchange rates for two systems with qualitatively different
reaction dynamics.

The statistical mechanics of the ionic

solution had not been treated previously with a comparably
detailed molecular perspective.
In the

ferrous-ferric system especially,

intuitive reasons to think that the
reactants should be important.

there are

assymmetry of the

We know from molecular

dynamics simulations and x-ray and neutron studies that the
first

coordination

shell

equilibrium structure.

waters

have

a

characteristic

But we are limited in our ability

to quantify the effect of the assymetry of this structure.
In the hypernetted chain calculation of g(r) the potentials
were taken as spherically symmetric,
averages

over accurately modeled,

configurations.
interaction

although they were

structurally

detailed

Future work might have to use reference

site

models

to

calculate

assymmetric

distribution functions.
The matrix element Hab is a factor in the local rate
constant which is also affected by the assymmetry of the
reactants,

and its dependence on the orientation of the

encounter has been partly suppressed.

Apart

from the

quantum mechanical approximations made (use of frozen core
•

50

*

orbitals and neglect of some atoms ), the fit for the
distance dependence could be in error and the choice of
nuclear configuration in the calculation of Hab involves a
judgment.

What we call the ,,apex-to-apex" configuration
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can have a considerably lower Hab for the same metal-metal
distance than the face-to-face configuration.

We have used

the face-to-face configuration in the Fe-Fe reaction and
the apex-to-apex for Ru-Ru.

For both of these reactions,

the evidence is that the coordination sphere geometries
fluctuate among structures that may have an HAb unlike
either of the ideal configurations.
Our use of the
face-to-face

matrix

element

for

the

hexaaquoiron

ions

served our purpose of comparing the results of this paper
with the MGUR2 results of Tembe.

He used the face-to-face

configuration.
Our
primitive

conclusions
and

are that the MGUR2

Tembe's

approach

for

model

correcting

is too
it

is

incomplete in that it neglects the effect of coordination
sphere distortions on the hexaaquoiron ion potential.

It

had been clear that the Gurney potentials which reproduced
thermodynamic

data

did

not

agree

measurement of the exchange rates.

with

experimental

The repulsion was not

great enough at the distance where the local rate constant
peaked in the semiclassical theory.

This had at first been

interpreted to mean that the coordination spheres might
remain intact in the reaction but perhaps undergo varying
amounts of interpenetration depending on the orientation of
the encounter.

We realistically modeled the potential

surface of the complex ions and found that the spherically
averaged potential with this surface is very different from
the MGUR2

model.

From

our

results,

the

close

range

potential is not simply determined by the probability of
two

rigid

six-coordinated

ions

coming

sterically allowed orientation.

together

in

a

This was what had been

assumed with the addition of the Sob term to the MGUR2
function.

The

Sab term consistent with

the realistic

interactions would indicate a larger complex than that
which they used earlier to fit experimental data.
In addition,

with the realistic

interactions,

the

optimized encounter geometries showed distortions of the
coordination spheres.

The optimum configuration is not so

much a "shoulder in armpit"51 configuration with the waters
on one complex fitting into the grooves on the others; the
potential surface is not quite so deeply grooved.
the

complexes

together.

do

change

overall

shape

to

However,

fit

closer

Some particular alignments of the waters are

more favorable than others, but these are determined in a
more

complicated

way

than

conception might suggest.
occur,

then

intuitively

a

simple

ball

and

stick

If distortions in the waters can
this

should

make

attractive

contributions to the potential between the ions at the
distance where the coordination shells overlap strongly.
This is what we find.

We find that such a potential also

produces accurate rate data for the ferrous-ferric electron
exchange.
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Appendix
This

Appendix

gives

documentation

for

the

most

important computer code in the study, which calculates the
average potential between the distorted hexaaquoiron ions.
At the outset, it should be mentioned that the sample-mean
Monte Carlo method used in these calculations is distinct
from the "Metropolis Monte Carlo" method of calculating
equilibrium properties of a system of particles.
Metropolis method,

In the

the system follows a path chosen by

generating a series of random increments of all of the
coordinates, and then assigning these steps a probability
of exp(-AE/kT), where AE is the change in energy of the
system for a proposed step.

The average over the steps of

any property can be computed,

and with an appropriate

choice of the step size and the number of points sampled,
this path results in all points in the configuration space
contributing their correct weight in the canonical ensemble
average.
If

the

sample

size

needed

for

convergence

in

a

specific problem were on a computationally practical scale,
the method would offer one very significant advantage over
calculation

of

the

canonical

ensemble

sample-mean Monte Carlo integration.
transformation
integrals

in

of
terms

dispensed with.
coordinates

to

variables
of

by

This is that the

necessary

Cartesian

average

to

define

coordinates

could

the
be

The only requirement would be to chose the
allow

for
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an

ergodic

path

over the

configuration space, and a very large number of variables
might be used.
method,

The main difficulty of the Metropolis

the lack of convergence with a practical sample

size, may be understood by imagining what happens when the
system gets into a "bottle neck."

A configuration may

occur where the local landscape is so unrepresentative of
the

whole

configuration

space

that

the

step

size

appropriate for other parts of the space is too small
there,

and the system spends a greatly disproportionate

amount of the time there.

This problem may occur in a way

that it is removable only by longer run times and not by
increasing the step size, since in the extreme case, the
result

of

increasing

the

step

size

is

to

allow

any

configuration in the space to be reached in one step,
removing all

influence of the weighting

factor

on the

average.
The

procedure

integration

method

for

the

was

given

dissertation by Gary Gipson.

sample-mean
iri

a

Monte

1982

LSU

Carlo
Ph.d

It seems that some close

variant of this procedure would be the only method to
attack integrals of the type involved.

Experiments were

tried with variations on the procedure intended to speed
convergence.
anything

The conclusion from this was

beyond

the

basic

procedure

stated

that doing
by

Gipson

sacrifices more in the reliability of the error estimates
than is justified by the improvement in computational time.
If the problem is to obtain the canonical ensemble

97
average, i. e.

X . . . X V(angles) exp [-V/kT] d(angles)
X . . .

X exp [-V(angles)/kT] d(angles)

(A.l)

for the potential energy of the pair of ions, over all
orientations of the two molecules with respect to each
other, and over all the degrees of freedom for rotation of
the water molecules within the coordination spheres, the
sample-mean method prescribes evaluating the integrals as

i, *<*,>'
where

the

f(xt) are the value

of the

<A-2>
integrand

at N

randomly chosen points over the configuration space, and V
is the volume of the space.

The principle that allows this

can be put in mathematically rigorous form, making use of a
result known in probability theory as the "weak law of
large numbers."

It says that in sampling values of a

random function, there are limits on the difference between
the expectation value of the function and the average of
the values obtained.

There is some number of trials in a

given problem for which any desired limit on the magnitude
of this difference and any desired probability for getting
a result within the limit may be assured.

The Monte Carlo

procedure identifies the expectation value of the integrand
multiplied by the volume or hypervolume of the integration

region with the value of the integral.

The following

fortran code implements the procedure.

DIMENSION XI(48), YI(48), ZI(48), XJ{48), YJ<48),
1 ZJ(48), S (42), C(42), ZMAX(42), R(60,60), Rl(50),
1 R2(50)
DIMENSION RF(13)
DATA RF/16.,12.,10.,9.,8., 7.,6.4,6.2,6.0,5.8,5.6,5.4,
1 5.2/
IXSEED = 77333
READ (5, 2) (XI(K),YI(K),ZI(K),K=1,48)
2 FORMAT(10X,3F10.6)
DO 5 IRAND= 1,42
5 READ (5, 4) ZMAX(IRAND)
4 FORMAT(10X,F10.6)

The

arrays

XI

and

XJ

store

respectively,

the

coordinates of the interaction sites when the variables are
all

zero

and

the

coordinates

during

the

process

of

generating configurations to be included in the sample.
The arrays S and C store the sine and cosine functions of
the rotation angles,
rotation matrices.

which are used repeatedly

ZMAX contains the upper limits of the

variables? the lower limits are zero.
distances

from

in the

the

water

Rl will contain the

interaction

sites

in

the

Fe(HO)
2 D3+ ion to the Fe2+ atom, R2 the distances from the
interaction sites in Fe(H20) 62+ to the Fe3+ atom, R the
distances between water sites on opposite ions, and RF the
distance between the iron atoms.
the random number generator.
between 1 and 5 digits.

IXSEED is the seed for

It must be an odd number with

As starting coordinates of the

atoms and the charge centers of the twelve water molecules
in the system are read in, each oxygen is at the origin of

99
coordinates and the dipole moment vector of each molecule
is pointed straight up.
plane.

The whole molecule is in the yz

The input for XI is the repetition of the following

array twelve times:

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.756848

0.586014
0.26
0.586014

0.0

0.756848

where the order of the sites is:
of charge, hydrogen, . . . .

oxygen, hydrogen, center

The input for ZMAX is the

repetition of the coordinates:
6.283185
3.141593
0.800000

where in the example, the angles determining the limits of
the

distortions

allowed,

every

third

one,

are

about

forty-five degrees, and then:

6.283185
3.141593
6.283185
6.283185
3.141593
6.283185
for angles 37 through 42 which determine rotations of the
distorted complexes with respect to each other.

DO 730 NR=12,13
SVTE =0.
SE
=0.

S2VTE=0.
S2E =0.
SVIEE =0.
SEE
=0.
S2VIEE=0.
S2EE =0.
DO 99 ITNUM=1,

20000

The outer DO loop here is over the values of the Fe-Fe
distance to be used.

To begin the loop, the variables for

the storage of the sums to be collected during the loop are
set to zero.

ITNUM is the number of sample points to be

averaged over to calculate the potential at a particular
Fe-Fe distance.
DO 13 IRAND-1,42
IYSEED = IXSEED * 65539
IF(IYSEED) 15,15,16
15 IYSEED = IYSEED +2147483647 +1
16 ZP = IYSEED
IXSEED = IYSEED
ZP = ZP * 0.4656613E-9
AL
= ZMAX(IRAND) *ZP
S(IRAND) = SIN(AL)
13 C(IRAND) = COS(AL)

The random number generating routine is taken from Gipson.
It outputs a random number between 0 and 1.

Then this is

multiplied by ZMAX to scale it to the integration limit in
that dimension.

If large numbers of sample points are

taken the interval for which the random number sequence
repeats could become significant, since this would throw
off statistical assumptions behind the sample-mean method.
The random number sequence generated by this routine was
adequate for the purposes of this study.
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DO 31 NC= 1,48
XJ(NC)=XI(NC)
YJ(NC)=YI(NC)
31 ZJ(NC)=ZI(NC)

In each loop, the coordinates of all the interaction
sites are put back to the starting points so that a new
configuration may be generated for the next point in the
sample.

DO 33 NC= 2, 4,2
XX
=
C( 1)*XJ(NC) +S( 1)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S{ 1)*XJ(NC) +C( 1)*YJ(NC)
33 XJ(NC)= XX

The first water molecule is rotated around

its dipole

moment vector through a random angle between n and 0.

Only

the coordinates of the hydrogen atoms are affected.
DO 35 NC= 2, 4
XX
= ( C( 2)*C( 3)*C( 2)
1
+( C( 2)*C( 3)*S( 2)
1
+ C( 2)*S( 3)
YY
= ( S( 2)*C( 3)*C( 2)
1
+( S( 2)*C( 3)*S( 2)
1
+ S( 2)*S( 3)
ZJ(NC)= S( 3)*C( 2)
1
S( 3)*S( 2)
1
+
C( 3)
XJ(NC)= XX
35 YJ(NC)= YY
This

rotation matrix

through

an

direction.

azimuthal

rotates
angle

+S( 2)*S( 2)
-S( 2)*C( 2)
-C{ 2)*S( 2)
+C( 2)*C( 2)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

the dipole moment

vector

3

random

to

some

other

The effect of changing the limit on angle 3 is

one of the central questions of the study.

The matrix is a
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product of a rotation around the z axis through the angle
2, to bring the new direction of the dipole moment vector
into the xz plane, the rotation through angle 3 around the
y axis, and then a reversal of the first rotation.

This

was the simplest way to express a rotation in an arbitrary
direction.

The

corresponding

rotation

matrices

are

identical for the rest of the waters.
DO 38 NC= 1, 4
38 ZJ(NC)= ZJ(NC)+2.06
The first water molecule is translated to its position in
the Fe(H20)fi3+ ion if the iron atom is at the origin and
the Fe-0 distance is 2.06 A.

Only the z coordinates are

affected.
DO 63 NC- 6,
XX
=
C(
YJ(NC)= -S(
63 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 65 NC= 6,
XX
= (C(
+ ( C(
+ C(
YY
= (S(
+ ( S(
+ S(
ZJ(NC)= -

8,2
4)*XJ(NC) +S( 4)*YJ(NC)
4)*XJ(NC) +C( 4)*YJ(NC)
8
5)*C( 6)*C(
5)*C( 6)*S(
5)*S( 6)
5) *C ( 6) *C (
5) *C( 6) *S (
5)*S( 6)
S( 6)*C(
S( 6)*S(
C( 6)

+
XJ(NC)= XX
65 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 68 NC- 5, 8
YJ(NC)--YJ(NC)
68 ZJ(NC)=-ZJ(NC)-2.06

5) +S( 5)*S( 5)
5) -S( 5)*C( S)
5) -C( 5)*S( 5)
5) +C( 5) *C( 5)
5)
5)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ (NC)
*ZJ(NC)

The second water molecule is moved to its position in the
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Fe(H20)fi3+ ion.

The move might be thought of as raising it

on the z axis like the first water and then rotating it
around the x axis.

If the angles 1 through 6 are all zero

then these two water molecules both lie in the yz plane in
a dipole oriented configuration with respect to the iron
atom.

The corresponding lines in the positioning of the

other water molecules have the result of arranging them in
the dipole oriented configuration, and giving the entire
complex Th symmetry.
DO 93 NC=10,12,2
XX
=
C( 7)*XJ(NC) +S( 7)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S( 7)*XJ(NC) +C( 7)*YJ(NC)
93 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 95 NC=10,12
XX
= ( C( 8) *C( 9) *C ( 8 ) +S( 8) *S ( 8 )
+ ( C< 8) *C( 9) *S( 8 ) “S( 8) *C( 8 )
+ C( 8) *S ( 9)
YY
= ( S( 8) *C ( 9) *C( 8 ) “C ( 8) *S( 8 )
+ ( S( 8) *C ( 9)*S( 8 ) +C( 8) *C ( 8)
+ S( 8) *S ( 9)
ZJ(NC)= S( 9) *C( 8)
S( 9)*S( 8 )
C( 9)
XJ(NC)— XX
95 YJ (NC) = YY
DO 98 NC- 9,12
XX
=-YJ(NC)
YY
= ZJ(NC) +2.06
ZJ (NC) =-XJ (NC)
XJ(NC)=XX
98 YJ(NC)=YY
DO 123 NC=14,16,2
XX
=
C(10)*XJ(NC) +S(10)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S(10)*XJ(NC) +C(10)*YJ(NC)
123 XJ(NC)— XX
DO 125 NC=14,16
XX
=
( C(ll)*C(12)*C(11) +S(11)*S(11)
1
+ ( C(ll)*C(12)*S(11) -S(11)*C(11)
1
+ C(ll)*S(12)
YY
=
( S (11)*C(12)*C(11) -C(11)*S(11)
1
+( S(11)*C(12)*S(11) +C(11)*C(11)
1

+

ZJ(NC)= -

S (11)*S(12)

S (12)*C(11)

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ (NC)
*XJ(NC)
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1
S (12)*S(11)
C (12)
1
XJ(NC)= XX
125 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 128 NC=13,16
XX
= YJ(NC)
YY
=-ZJ(NC) -2.06
ZJ(NC)=—XJ(NC)
XJ(NC)= XX
128 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 153 NC=18,20,2
XX
=
C(13)*XJ(NC) +S (13) *YJ (NC)
YJ(NC)= —S (13)*XJ(NC) +C(13)*YJ(NC)
153 XJ (NC) = XX
DO 155 NC=18,20
XX
=
( C(14)*C(15)*C(14) +S (14) *S (14)
1
+( C(14)*C(15)*S(14) -S (14) *C (14)
1
+ C(14)*S(15)
YY
=
( S (14)*C(15)*C(14) —C(14)*S(14)
1
+( S (14)*C(15)*S(14) +C(14)*C(14)
1
+ S (14) *S (15)
ZJ(NC)= S (15)*C(14)
1
S(15)*S(14)
1
+
C(15)
XJ(NC)= XX
155 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 158 NC=17,20
XX
= ZJ(NC) +2.06
YY
=-XJ(NC)
ZJ(NC)=-YJ(NC)
XJ(NC)=XX
158 YJ(NC)=YY
DO 183 NC=22,24,2
XX
=
C(16)*XJ(NC) +S (16) *YJ (NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S(16)*XJ(NC) +C(16)*YJ(NC)
183 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 185 NC=22,24
XX
= ( C(17)*C(18)*C(17) +S (17) *S (17)
1
+( C(17)*C(18)*S(17) —S (17)*C(17)
1
+ C(17)*S(18)
1
YY
= ( S (17)*C(18)*C(17) -C(17)*S(17)
1
+( S (17)*C(18)*S(17) +C(17)*C(17)
1
+ S (17)*S(18)
iZJ(NC)= S(18)*C(17)
1
S (18)*S(17)
1
+
C (18)
XJ(NC)= XX
185 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 188 NC=21,24
XX
=-ZJ(NC) -2.06
YY
= XJ(NC)
ZJ(NC)=-YJ(NC)
XJ(NC)=XX
188 YJ(NC)=YY

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
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Here the same procedure begins for the six waters in the
Fe(H20)g2+ complex as was used for the Fe(H20)£3+ complex.
DO 213 NC=26,28,2
XX
=
C(19)*XJ(NC) +S(19)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)= —S (19)*XJ(NC) +C(19)*YJ(NC)
213 XJ (NC)= XX
DO 215 NC=26,28
XX
= ( C (20)*C(21)*C(20) +S(20)*S(20)
1
+( C(20)*C(21)*S(20) -S(20)*C(20)
1
+ C(20) *S (21)
YY
- ( S (20)*C(21)*C(20) -C(20)*S(20)
1
+( S (20)*C(21)*S(20) +C(20)*C(20)
1
+ S(20)*S(21)
ZJ(NC)= S (21)*C(20)
1
S (21) *S (20)
1
+
C(21)
XJ(NC)= XX
215 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 218 NC=25,28
218 ZJ(NC)= ZJ(NC) +2.06
DO 243 NC=30,32/2
XX
=
C (22)*XJ(NC) +S(22)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S(22)*XJ(NC) +C(22)*YJ(NC)
243 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 245 NC=30,32
XX
= (C(23)*C(24)*C(23) +S(23)*S(23)
+ ( C(23) *C(24) *S (23) -S(23)*C(23)
+ C(23)*S(24)
YY
= (S(23)*C(24)*C(23) -C(23)*S(23)
+( S (23)*C(24)*S(23) +C(23)*C(23)
+ S (23)*S(24)
ZJ(NC)= S (24)*C(23)
S(24)*S(23)
+
C(24)
XJ(NC)= XX
245 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 248 NC=29,32
YJ(NC)=-YJ(NC)
248 ZJ(NC)=-ZJ(NC)-2.06
DO 273 NC=34,36,2
XX
=
C(25)*XJ(NC) +S(25)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S(25)*XJ(NC) +C(25)*YJ(NC)
273 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 275 NC=34#36
XX
= ( C(26) *C(27) *C(26) +S(26)*S(26)
1
+( C(26) *C(27) *S (26) -S(26)*C(26)
1
+ C(26)*S(27)
YY
= ( S(26) *C(27) *C(26) -C(26)*S(26)
1
+( S(26)*C(27)*S(26) +C(26)*C(26)
1
+ S (26)*S(27)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ (NC)
*ZJ(NC)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
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ZJ(NC)= S (27)*C(26)
1
S (27) *S (26)
1
+
C(27)
XJ(NC)= XX
275 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 278 NC=33,36
XX
=-YJ(NC)
YY
- ZJ(NC) +2.06
ZJ(NC)=-XJ(NC)
XJ(NC)=XX
278 YJ(NC)=YY
DO 303 NC=38,40,2
XX
=
C (28)*XJ(NC) +S(28)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)=
-S(28)*XJ(NC) +C(28)*YJ(NC)
303 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 305 NC=38,40
XX
=
( C(29)*C(30)*C(29) +S(29)*S(29)
1
+( C(29)*C(30)*S(29) -S(29)*C(29)
1
+ C(29)*S(30)
YY
=
{ S(29)*C(30)*C(29) -C(29)*S(29)
1
+ ( S (29)*C(30)*S(29) +C(29)*C(29)
1
+ S(29)*S(30)
ZJ(NC)= S (30)*C(29)
1
S(30)*S(29)
1
+
C(30)
XJ(NC)= XX
305 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 308 NC=37,40
XX
= YJ(NC)
YY
=-ZJ(NC) -2.06
ZJ(NC)=-XJ(NC)
XJ(NC)=XX
308 YJ(NC)=YY
DO 333 NC=42,44,2
XX
=
C(31)*XJ(NC) +S(31)*YJ(NC)
YJ(NC)= -S(31)*XJ(NC) +C(31)*YJ(NC)
333 XJ(NC)= XX
DO 335 NC=42,44
XX
=
( C(32)*C(33)*C(32) +S(32)*S(32)
+( C(32)*C(33)*S(32) -S(32)*C(32)
+ C{32)*S (33)
YY
=
( S(32)*C(33)*C(32) -C(32)*S(32)
+( S(32)*C(33)*S(32) +C(32)*C(32)
+ S(32)*S(33)
ZJ(NC)= S (33)*C(32)
S (33)*S(32)
+
C (33)
XJ (NC) = XX
335 YJ(NC)= YY
DO 338 NC=41,44
XX
= ZJ(NC) +2.06
YY
— XJ (NC)
ZJ(NC)=-YJ(NC)
XJ(NC)=XX

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ (NC)
*ZJ (NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ (NC)
*YJ (NC)
*ZJ(NC)

) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
) *XJ(NC)
) *YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

YJ (NC) *YY
DO 363 NC=46,48,2
XX
C(34)*XJ(NC) +S (34) *YJ (NC)
YJ (NC) =
-S(34) *XJ (NC) +C(34)*YJ(NC)
363 XJ (NC) = XX
DO 365 NC=46,48
XX
( C(35)*C(36)*C(35) +S(35)*S(35)
1
+( C(35)*C(36)*S(35) -S(35)*C(35)
1
+ C(35)*S(36)
YY
( S (35)*C(36)*C(35) -C(35)*S(35)
1
+ ( S (35) *C (36) *S (35) +C(35)*C(35)
1
+ S (35)*S(36)
:
ZJ(NC)=
S (36)*C(35)
i
S (36)*S(35)
i
+
C(36)
XJ (NC) == XX
365 YJ (NC) == YY
DO 368 NC=45,48
XX
=-ZJ(NC) -2.06
YY
= XJ(NC)
ZJ (NC) ==-YJ(NC)
XJ (NC) ==XX
368 YJ (NC) ==YY
DO 410 NC= 1,24
XX
1 ( C(39)*C(37) -C(38) *S(37)*S(39) )
+ ( C (39)*S(37) +C(38)*C(37)*S(39) )
1
+ S(39)*S(38)
1
YY
(-S(39)*C(37) —C{38)*S(37)*C(39))
1
+ (-S(39)*S(37) +C(38)*C(37)*C(39))
1
+ C(39)*S(38)
r
ZJ(NC)=
S (38)*S(37)
1
S (38)*C(37)
1
C (38)
XJ (NC) == XX
410 YJ(NC)== YY-RF(NR)
DO 420 NC=25,48
XX
( C(42)*C(40) -C(41) *S(40)*S(42) )
+( C(42)*S(40) +C(41) *C(40)*S(42) )
+ S (42)*S(41)
YY
(-S(42)*C(40) -C(41)*S(40)*C(42))
+ (-S (42) *S (40) +C(41) *C(40) *C(42) )
+ C(42)*S(41)
ZJ(NC)=
S(41)*S(40)
S (41) *C (40)
C (41)
XJ (NC): XX
420 YJ(NC) • YY
338

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ (NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

*XJ (NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ (NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ (NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ(NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)
*XJ (NC)
*YJ(NC)
*ZJ(NC)

The rotations over variables 37 through 42 in the above two
DO loops are rotations of each of the distorted complexes
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as a whole, with both centered at the point (0,0,0).

Then

the Fe(H2O) 63+ complex, described by the first twenty-four
coordinates, is translated RF angstroms in the -y direction
so that the Fe-Fe distance is as specified.
are again products of three rotations.
rotation through a maximum angle of

2 tt

The first is a
around the z axis,

the second through tt around the x axis,
through 2n around the y axis.

The matrices

and the third

The use of these rotations

was more convenient for testing ideas about the symmetries
of configurations then using the conventional Euler angles
would have been.

The second angle contributes a sine

factor to the volume element for the integration.

DO 555
NQ=1,48
DO 555
MQ=1,48
555 R(NQ,MQ)= SQRT((XJ(NQ )-XJ(MQ ))**2
1 + (YJ(NQ )-YJ(MQ ))**2
1
+ (ZJ(NQ }-ZJ(MQ ))**2)
DO 560
KQ= 1,48
560 R1(KQ)= SQRT(XJ(KQ)**2+YJ(KQ)**2+ZJ(KQ)**2)
DO 565
KQ= 1,48
565 R2(KQ)= SQRT (XJ (KQ) **2+(YJ (KQ).+RF (NR) )**2
1 +ZJ(KQ)**2)

With

the configuration for this sample point

next

stepis

interaction
R2.

to

calculate

the

distances

fixed, the

between

the

sites and put them into the arrays R, Rl, and

The distances to the iron atoms are the distance to

the point (0,0,0) for the first six waters and to (0,-RF,0)
for the second six.

VI=0.
VC=0.
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ISW=0
DO 578
NQ= 4,24,4
DO 578
MQ=28,48,4
IF(R(NQ-3,MQ-3).LE.2.0) ISW=1
578 CONTINUE
IF(ISW.EQ.1) GO TO 99
VI

will

be

the

intracomplex

intercomplex

potentials.

potential,

Both

calculation of the model potential.
VC and the

are

and

needed

VC

the

in

the

The difference between

interactions of the waters

in an isolated

complex is the amount of energy that goes into distortions
of the coordination shells.
There

is

no

need

to

VI is calculated first below.
calculate

the

potential

for

configurations that have any oxygen atoms within 2.0 A of
each other, since these are energetically unfavorable and
will contribute nothing to the ensemble average.

Thus the

0-0

for

distances

are

all

checked

and the

loops

the

potential are skipped if any are found this close together.

DO 580
NQ= 4,24,4
DO 580
MQ=28,48,4
VI =119.53
i *(l./R(NQ-2,MQ-2)+l./R(NQ ,MQ-2)+l./R(NQ-2,MQ )
1 +1./R(NQ ,MQ )-2./R(NQ-1,MQ-2)—2./R(NQ-1,MQ )
2 -2./R(NQ ,MQ-l)-2./R(NQ-2,MQ-l)+4./R(NQ-l,MQ-l))
1 /78.5+VI
VI=3204920.* EXP(-4.97019*R(NQ-3,MQ-3))
1 +631.918*( EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ-2))
2
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ ))
3
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ ))
4
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ-2)))+VI
VI=2.07359*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2)-1.637810))
1
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2)-1.637810))-2.)
2
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ )-l.637810))
3
*( EXP(—7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ )-1.637810))-2.)
4
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ ,MQ-3)-1.637810))
5
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ ,MQ-3)-1.637810))-2.)
6
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-2,MQ-3)-1.637810))
7
*( EXP (-7. 36154* (R(NQ-2 ,MQ-3) -1. 637810),) -2.))

1 +VI
RD=R(NQ-3,MQ-3)
RU=RD*1.7921163
RS=RD*.94834673
580 VI= (3.88445*RD**2.326* EXP(-1.7921163*RD)-1.)
1*<625.45*((1.- EXP(-2.l*RU/6.00
2
-.109*RU*RU/ SQRT(6.00 )))/RS)**6
3
+3390.*((!.- EXP(-2.l*RU/8.00
4
—.109*RU*RU/ SQRT(8.00 )))/RS)**8
5 +31800.*((1.- EXP(-2.1*RU/10.00
6
109*RU*RU/ SQRT(10.00)))/RS)**10)
1 +VI

The lines above calculate the RWK2 potential between the
water molecules specified by the indices of the loop.
DO 590
KX= 4,24,4
590 VI=398.433 *(1./R1(KX )+1./R1(KX-2)-2./Rl(KX-1))/78.5
1
-.1556/R1(KX-3)**4 +VI
DO 595
KX=28,48,4
595 VI=597.650 *(1./R2(KX )+1./R2(KX-2)-2./R2(KX-1))/78.5
1
-.3501/R2(KX-3)**4 +VI
VI=1992.1666 /78.5
/RF(NR)
+VI
Then the iron-oxygen and iron-iron interactions, including
the effect of polarization of the waters, are added.

SRK= S(3)*S(6)*S(9)*S(12)*S(15)
1 *S(18)*S(21)*S(24)*S(27)*S(30)
2 *S(33)*S(36)*S(38)*S(41)
SRK is the volume element for the integration over the
space defined by the chosen angles.

EE
= EXP(—VI/.592)*SRK
VIEE
= VI*EE
SVIEE = VIEE
+SVIEE
SEE
= EE
+SEE
S2VIEE= VIEE *VIEE +S2VIEE
S2EE
= EE*EE
+S2EE

Ill
These sums would be used if running the program for the
limiting case of the rigid complexes.

The meaning of the

variables corresponds to those used below for summing the
quantities relevant to the model energy.
DO 680
NQ= 4,24,4
DO 680
MQ= 4,24,4
IF(NQ.LE.MQ) GO TO 680
VC= 119.53
1 *(1./R(NQ-2,MQ-2)+1./R(NQ ,MQ-2 )+l./R (NQ-2, MQ )
1 +1./R(NQ ,MQ )-2./R(NQ-l,MQ-2)-2./R(NQ-l,MQ )
2 -2./R(NQ ,MQ-l)-2./R(NQ-2,MQ-l)+4./R(NQ-l,MQ-l))
1 /78.5+VC
VC=631.918*( EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ-2))
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ )
2
3
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ )
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ-2) )+VC
4
VC-2 .07359*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2 -1.637810)
1
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2 -1.637810)
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ
2
-1.637810)
3
-1.637810)
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ
4
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ ,MQ-3 -1.637810)
5
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ ,MQ-3 -1.637810)
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-2,MQ-3 -1.637810)
6
7
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-2,MQ-3 -1.637810)
1 +VC
680 CONTINUE
681 FORMAT(8X,E15.8)
DO 682
NQ=28,48,4
DO 682
MQ=28,48,4
IF(NQ.LE.MQ) GO TO 682
VC= 119.53
1 *(l./R(NQ-2,MQ-2)+l./R(NQ ,MQ-2)+l./R(NQ-2,MQ )
1 +1./R(NQ ,MQ )-2./R(NQ-1,MQ-2)-2./R(NQ-1,MQ )
2 -2./R(NQ ,MQ-l)-2./R(NQ-2,MQ-l)+4./R(NQ-l,MQ-l))
1 /78.5+VC
VC=631.918*( EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ-2))
2
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ ,MQ ))
3
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ ))
4
+ EXP(-3.28059*R(NQ-2,MQ-2)))+VC
VC=2.07359*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2)-1.637810))
1
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ-2)-1.637810))-2.)
2
+ EXP(-7.36154 *(R(NQ-3,MQ )-l.637810))
3
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-3,MQ )-1.637810))-2.)
4
+ EXP(-7.36154 *(R(NQ ,MQ-3)-1.637810))
5
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ ,MQ-3)-1.637810))-2.)
6
+ EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-2,MQ-3)-1.637810))
7
*( EXP(-7.36154*(R(NQ-2,MQ-3)-1.637810))-2.))
1 +VC

682 CONTINUE
683 FORMAT(8X,E15.8)
DO 690
KX=28,48,4
690 VC=398.433 *(1./R1(KX
1 +VC
DO 695
KX= 4,24,4
695 VC=597.650 *(1./R2(KX
1 +VC
694 FORMAT(6X,E15.8)

)+1./Rl(KX-2)-2./Rl(KX-1))/78.5
)+l./R2(KX-2)-2./R2(KX-1))/78.5

The above loops calculate the parts of the RWK2 potentials
that change with intercomplex distortions of the water
molecules,

first

for

the

Fe(HO)
2 63+ ion

and

then

for

Fe(H20) 62+.

DELTAV= VC- (-0.89180498E+01)
= VI+DELTAV
VT
=
E
EXP(-VT/.592)*SRK
=
VTE
VT*E
SVTE = VTE
+SVTE
= E
SE
+SE
S2VTE = VTE*VTE
+S2VTE
= E *E
S2E
+S2E
99 CONTINUE

The main loop for calculating the model energy for a sample
point ends here, by updating the running sums necessary for
the Monte Carlo average (the numerator and denominator of
integral

in

equation

A.l)

and

for

the

statistical

evaluation of its convergence (the sums of the squares of
the numerator and denominator). VT is the model energy for
the

purpose

although

of

calculating

this average

is

the

Monte

Carlo

later adjusted,

as

average,
explained

earlier, to make the result agree with the undistorted case
at long distance.

The number being compared to VC is the

value of the same function for the undistorted complexes.

The rest of the program calculates the standard deviations
of the relevant quantities and writes the output.

SAVIEE =
SVIEE/FL0AT(ITNUM-1)
SAEE
=
SEE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1)
DVIEE= SQRT((S2VIEE/FL0AT(ITHUM-1)
1 - (SVIEE/FLOAT(ITNUM-1))**2)/(ITNOM-2))
DEE = SQRT((S2EE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1)
1 -(SEE /FI/3AT(ITNUM-1))**2)/ (ITNUM-2) )
QVI =SAVIEE/SAEE
SAVTE =
SVTE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1)
SAE
SE
/FLOAT (ITNUM-1)
DVTE = SQRT((S2VTE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1)
1 -(SVTE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1))**2)/(ITNUM-2))
DE
- SQRT((S2E
/FLOAT(ITNUM-1)
1 -(SE /FLOAT(ITNUM-1))**2)/(ITNUM-2))
QVT =SAVTE /SAE
WRITE (7,706) RF(NR),ITNUM
706 FORMAT (IX,'RF
=',E15.8,IX,'ITNUM=',115 )
WRITE (7,708) ZMAX(3)
708 FORMAT (1X,'ZMAX =',E15.8)
WRITE (7,712) SAVIEE,DVIEE
712 FORMAT (IX,'VIEE =',E15.8,IX,'DVIEE=',E15.8)
WRITE (7,716) SAEE ,DEE
716 FORMAT (IX,'EE =',E15.8,IX,'DEE =',E15.8)
WRITE (7,718) QVI
718 FORMAT (IX,'VI
=',E15.8)
WRITE (7,722) SAVTE ,DVTE
722 FORMAT (IX,'VTE =',E15.8,IX,'DVTE =',E15.8)
WRITE (7,726) SAE
,DE
726 FORMAT (IX,'E
—',E15.8,IX,'DE
=',E15.8)
WRITE (7,728) QVT
728 FORMAT (IX,'VT
=',E15.8)
730 CONTINUE
END

By the central limit theorem, the probability of the
averages calculated with the random distribution of sample
points

falling

within

one

standard

deviation

of

the

expectation value is 68.3%, within two standard deviations
95.5%, and within three 99.7%.

To simplify the storage of

information needed to calculate the sample-mean standard
deviation,

recognition is made that the average of the
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individual deviations of the quantity from the mean is the
same as the sum of the squares of the individual values
minus the square of the average.
The standard deviations after 100,000 sample points in
the case where 45 degree distortions are allowed perhaps
best illustrates the more conservative limits on the degree
of convergence.

The calculations on all the other cases in

the study converge more quickly than this.
of the distorted iron ions of 7

A

At separations

or larger the standard

deviations of V exp(-V/kT) and exp(-V/kT) are each less
than two percent for this sample size.
approaches

that

are

potential, every 2

A

needed

to

get

For the closer

the

shape

of

the

from 6.4 to 5.6, the figure increases

to about 2.5 percent for the first point, 2.5

to four

percent for the next two points which establish the local
minimum in the potential, and finally as much as eight to
twelve percent for the last two points.
There are several considerations that justify these
last results.

One thing that does not agree with the ideal

circumstances for this simple application of the central
limit theorem is that the same configurations are used to
calculate

the

exp(-V/kT).

individual
This might

values

of

V exp(-V/kT)

have been expected to

and

have an

unfavorable effect on the degree of convergence in the
quantity of main interest, the average energy.
calculations

showed that

energy between different

the agreement

But actual

in the

average

runs was better than expected;

this

lack

of

independence

in the variables

resulted in some cancellation of error.

must

have

A second type of

consideration is that physically unrealistic data had to be
discarded.

For most of the runs, the data that collected

at small intervals over the ion-ion distances could be
assumed to vary in some fairly regular way.

In the cases

involving distortions, increasing ligand freedom gave rise
to a similar consideration.

Finally, when fitting the data

to a continuous function for use in the hypernetted chain
program, there was no mathematically definable criterion
for the fit that best represented the physically relevant
information in the potentials.

What was important were the

qualitative features at isolated points.
the

fitting

was

performed,

the

Regardless of how

points

for

which

the

averages converged more slowly, usually in a very repulsive
region, would also have been the points determined by the
requirements
realistic.

that

the

form

of

function

be

physically
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